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ÏNTRODUCTTOÀÌ

conditions, is unreactive tol,vards
carbon in the chernical sense. The absence of chemical_
reactivity of hydrogen and carbon extends to nost of the
el-ements under normal- condit,ions. Hydrogen and oxygen
nixed in the ratio tr¡o to one respectively, can be stored,
without a reaction occuring, until the fljxture is exposed
bo a spark or a flarne and under these conditions the
Hydrogen, under normal-

mixture reacts hrith eriplosive violence.
The reactiori of hydrogen with oxygen. is generally
expressed by equation (1) .

2'Å) + 0^ ------- 2

H.0

(r)

the eqliåtion is writ.,,en, this process would require a
three body collision, and some process for ínstantaneously
breaking three bonds and forrning four others. This
pro.cess, although possible, is not probable from general
consideration. The three body collisions as previously
mentioned rnust occur to soae extent in the gâs aixture
thcugh no products are forned. The pr.oducts are only
formed when energy is su.pplied to the mixture. The energy
supplÍed to the system aust therefore create so¡ne reactive
species which cause the reaction to oecur. These reactive
species are now firmly established to be of atonic or
As

racÌi

cal form.

HYDRCGËT] ÀTOMS

ih'idence for the existence of hydrogen atoms was
denonstrated by ìiiood, r"¡ho showed that these species could
be produced in a discharge tube (1).
Hydrogen atoliis can be produced by several other

nethods, however, the basic principle of their production

is the same. Hydrogen atom production depends on the
ability of supplying sufficient energy to the hydrogen
molecule, to increase its '¡ibrational energy. If the energy
supplied to the ¡ncl-ecule is equal to or greâter than the
bond dissociation energy, then the moleeul-e bond, will break
and as a result, atomic speeies will be formed.
The energy which must be supplied to the hy,lrogen
nol-ecu1e may originate from different sources. These
sources of energy could be heat, Iight, electron impact,
inicror¡Iave, phot osens it,i zat ion by atoms etc.

.

Regardless how these hydrogen atoms are produced,

they are relatively short-Iived due tc their reacbi'rit,¡r.
either r¡rith thenselves, resultiirg in recombination or rvith
other atoms or radicals, resulting in compound formation.
llhe recombination process occurs mainly on the wall-s of t,he
apparatus in which they are pr:oduced" lì.ecombÍnation r0ay
be minimised to sofle exten¡ by poisoning the wa11s, that

3.

i-s, by coating the walls with a thin layer of some chenica]
which does not act as a catalytic agent for the atonic
recombination process. fn the case of hydrogen atoasr a
poisoning effect is obtained by coating the r¡¡alls with
orthophosphoric acid or its various sodium salts.
By minimising the recombination process, it is
possible, then, to pump these hydrogen atoms fron their
source into another part of the apparatus here their
I^,

react j-ons can be studied.
The reactions which

are generally of

the hydrogen atons san undergot

tl4to types;

a) Abstracbion
b) Additíon
10 denonstrate the two types of reactions with

specific examples, only the compounds containing hydrogen
and carbon will- be consÍdered, as these pertain directly
to the present study, though similiar processes can be
extended to other systems
AbEtraction Êeaetigns

Abstraction reactions are reactions in which a
hydrogen aton abs¿racts another hydrogen aton fron a
molecule. The generalized expression is gíven by
equa¿ion (2).

H + HR ------- H2 + R

(2)

4.

the hydrocarbon, H, is a
hydrogen molecule, and R is a hydrocarbon wíth one unshared
electron, termed radical.
where H

is the

hydrogen atom, HR is

Ilydrogen Atons With
The

Met hane

activation energy for the reaction

H+

CH,

-----------\

423

H^

+ C!i:

has been controversiaf

ßl

for nany years, however, reaction

(3)

to be the primary step (2).
In L937, Steacie (3) investigated this reaction usíng
deuterium atoms, and although the exact nechanism of the
reaction was undecided, he concluded that the initial step

rdas thoughË

was an abstraction reaction

¡ ç

cH4 -------à

cHj

+

HD

(L)

In 1953, Berlie and Le Roy (4) indicated that an
abstraction reaction is probably correct.
In 1964, Jamieson and Brown (5) reported ethane as
their product frorn a reaction of hydrogen atoms (generated
in an electric discharge) with nethane above 5000 C. The
anount of methane reacted under these conditions, approached
very closely the anount of hydrogen atoms capable of
reacting. The amount of ethane forned was half of the

cted j_ndicating that reactiorr (3 )
probably occured to give Cll^ species, rrrhich F,a rt' i cipa-r,e

ailtount o:l methan-â

ï'eê

C

in ethar,e forrnation.
äydrogen Ä boms Tifibh Athane

the controversy over the hyd-rogen
alorn ebhane reacLion lastecl for several yea¡s (2). Steacie
As r.r'ith rne'r,hane,

and

F?rillips (6)

ethane, suggesLed
D

t

CzHó

their study of deuteriun
reac¿ion (5) to take place"

fro,Tr

--

C2H5

+

atorns hrith

(5\

IJD

Berlie and Le Ëoy (7) concluded from their in\¡estigalrion of H atolns, produced b;r a hot filanent, hiith ethane
that reaction (5) does occur. The reaction of hydrogen
atoms r^¡ith propane has also beer: in vest igated ( Ê ) . The
resulì:s frorn this sbudy indicated that the abstrection
reaction is also operative" From these and oiher studiest
it is inclicative that the absiraction may occur hlith any
hydrocarbon which has an abstractable hydrogen.
Addition

Reac

L

,.

,

,,,

iol

react b¡1th unsaturatecl hyd¡6carbons
the addition to ihe double bond. This reac|ion can be
shor4,n by the fof lowing equation
Fiydrogen atoms

3

by
¡rri:r'::r

6.

ï-l

\

R-R + Ir -èR-R.

\o/

in reaction (ó), is itseif very
reacÈive, and can undergo further reactions. The reactions
of radicals will be discu,ssed later in the thesis.
Specific exanples of hyclrocarbons which unrlergo
The radical- prod.uced

hydrogen abom addition reaction are ethyiene and aceiylene.
i{y

dro.gen Atoms ìrJit h Et hylene

tvith ethylene gives
ethyl ra,dicals as the inberaediate :'adical produ-ct;
The reaction

T't

-r C, Ìi& *

of

hydrogen atoms

CZ

H5"

Reaction (7) hlas first investlgated bl' Von

(7)
ldate rnbur-q,

íichultze (9), v,'hose resulbs indicabed the process as
given in reaction (7) to occur. Oth-^r lvorkers (2) (10) (11)
verified that addition to doubl-e bonds does occur.
and.

]{ydrogen Atoms 'i iùh ,{cetylene

the reaction of hydrogen âtoms with acetylene, in the
early stages of investigation, åppeared to be non-existent.

Ib was s lior"rn by Geib and Steacie (2 ) , in their study cf
deuterium atoms '^rith åcetylene, that a reaction did occurt

n

as they obtåined as their reaction products deuterated
acetylene. From their results they suggested the following
nechanisrn" whlch r.rould explain why no reaction vras observed
by other workers using hydrogen atoms.
ÇZHZ+ D ---'-\ CrH

+

HD

+ D --CrHÐ
CZHZ* D .- CrIlrD
c2Í12D+ D .CzHD+HD

CZH

(8)
(e)
(10)
(11)

Le Roy and Steacie (12), studied the reaction of
hydrogen atoas at 1ow and high concentratíon with acetylenet

that at low hydrogen atom concentration
ethylene was formed. From their results they concluded
that the formation of the vinyl radical (czË3 ) is a
necessary step, bêfore further hydro6çenation can take
place to give ethylene as a product.
and have

s

hov'¡n

HydroEen Átoms l'/ibh Carbon

of hydrogen atoms with elernental carbon,
in a forn of soot, was s hov¡n to occur at 1O0o C. fr:orn
independent studies by Avrarnenko (13 ) and Haris and
fickner (14). Avramenko reported that the reaction showed
an emission band at Lnl.L? Ao indicating c-H radicals to be
present. The report of Harris and iickner, indieated that
hydrocarbons re actually for¡ned and nethane was the chief
The reaction

!4re

A

0c

product l,tith small amounts of C2 to C5 hydrocarbons.
lrlore recent studies

of

hydrogen atoms

with

carbon,

indicated that ¿he Ca sFecies l¡rere generally ethane

and

ethylene{I5,1ó)¿
Shahin (11) in his work on hydrogen atom reaction
(produced by microwave discharge) with solid graphite

reported acetylene to be present among his products. King
and ïi,'ise ( t6 ) reported a cetylene to be only important as a
product at higher tenperatures r although hydrocarbons up

to C- were observed by these investigators.
ål9I4Ic__qA¡BoIi.

of atomic carbon (produce<t by a nuclear
process) was studied with several hydrocarbons. McKay
and liiolfgang (17) reacted atomic carbon with methane,
ethane, propane, cyclopropane, and propylene. The reaction
products from these hydrocarbons showed that acetylene lras
the rna jor constituent, and ethylene ltas generally seconclary
in abundance. The authors v're re able to explain their high
yields of acetylene on assultlpt ion that the carbon aton
inserted into the C-H bond of the hydrocarbon. the
generalized forn for. this reactionr as gíven by the
authors, is;
The reaction

9.

Ðtt

Þ^ü
n

Rrr

+c:

\Þ/ìarLl

,

O2\

H.

the carbene (the product fror¡ reaction (12)), thus
forned, may be collisionally de-exciüed to a singLet state
(as the atomic earbon is assumed to reâct in the triplet
state), causing deconposition by the following process;
Þll

R-C-C-H ---'

R-Rn +

(r3

CZHZ

)

H

It ís also possible, as the authors have suggested, that
the process may involve a direct rupture of two C-C bonds,
if sufficient energy is available, by the insertion process.
The carbene formation can only arise from carbon insertion
into the hydro carbon C-H bond. In the case þthere the
hydrocarbon is cyclopropane, the carbene fonned should
favor acetylene fornation, as sínnp1e electronic
rearrangement can form stabl-e prodì.rcts, as is shown by the
rea ct ion

;

HH

/r C-C-H
H-C
F]H

'c'
ll
+
.,c_
IIH

crH^

ïn confirmation to this process, the anount of

(ttr)

10.

acetylene formed fron this reaction. was found to be
approximately thlice the quantity obËained fro¡n the reaction
wi¿h other hydrocarbons.

of carbon atoms with propane yield
ethylene, propylene, allene, net hylacetylene, and butadiene.
The small yields of butene-l and isobutene fron this
reaction, as explained by the authors, arose fro¡ri the
deactivation of the intermediate carbene without
decornposition. The carbon aton can lnsert into propane in
two dífferent positions as is s honn by the follor.ting
The reaction

equation;

.

HHH
HHH

HHH
HHH

c. + H-c-c-c-H - H-C-C-0-C-H
or

r
HII{

.

HHH
. H-c-c-c-H
+
H-c-c-c-H
c.
HHH

(15)

(16)

HHH

Deactivation of the internediate carbene from equation
(I5) wout¿ form butene-1. Similiarly deactivation of the
intermediate carbene from equation (16) could form
is obutene .

1I.

Beaction 0f Carbon Atons lliith Ethylene

of carbon atoas with ethylene has been
studied by McKay et âI. (I8). The maior products from this
reaction were found to be acetylene and allene. Acetylene
fornation could result, from atomic carbon insertÍon into
the ethylene C-H bond as was mentioned pre'riously. the
forrnation of alIene can be rationalized by carbon atom
attack on the double borrd of ethylene formíng I bonded
species. which then can rearrange to allene. The reaetion
is il-Iustrated as follows :
The reaction

:C *

z
,\/
2 ----- H2t-CH
2 ----5 H^C=C=CH
z

HrC=CHÔ

¿

(17)

1r

These resul-ts were supported by Dubrin, lilcKay and

Wolfgang (19), wtro håd studied 611 çarbon aton reactions

with equirnolar mixüures of CrH, and C'DU. These authors
Lrave also studied the reactions of carbon atorns with et'hane
and found that the product was propylene. The reaction was
believed to involve the insertion of the carbon atom into
the C-H bond of ethane. forming an intermediate. which could
be deactivated in different ways giving rise to several
products . in t tre same r4rây as ìfitas postul-ated earlier, ( 17 ) .

L2'

RADICALS AND THEI}I REACTIO¡JS TN THE GAS FHASE

The reaction

of

hydrogen atons and carbon atoms have

briefly reviewed. These atomic species. characterize
the behaviour of free radicals and are considered by some
to be radlcals. Generally¡ free radÍcals are short-lived internediates, !,tith life tirnes in the order of milli or
nicroseconds depending on the radical and its enviroment.
Iü is possible however, to extend their life times to hours
been

and days by freezing techniques (20) 121)

hlstorical approach to the discussion t¡¿iIl- not
be given, since it is only desired to enphasise certain
radicals and their reåctions which are pertinent to the
The

present study.
9arbon

Spe

cies

Studies of the evaporation of graphite. indicate that

at elevated temperatures the vapours of graphite are conposed
of Ct Crt C.,, C4, C5, C6, and C, fragrnent's (22). Baun and
Fischer (23) have reported positive j.ons of carbon up to
C2gr in a high frequency spark between graphite electrodes.
The abundance of these species, as measured with a mass
specbrometer, sharply decreases as the nolecular weighË of

the species increase.

13.

Although C, species have been briefly discussed, very
li¿tÌs is kr: own about the higher molecular weight fragments.
Carbon Hydrogen Radicals
CH

Radical

of the carbon hydrogen radlcals is the
CH radical-. The presencê of these radicals was identified
The simplest

by spectroscopy: Tn the work done by Safrany, Reeves, and
Harteck (e4), it was postulated that the Ctl radicals were
involved in the HCN formation, r'rhe n NH, was added upstream
from the acetylene and- active rritrogen reaction fIane. This

reaction is shown by equatlon (18);

CH+liH3

HtN+Hr+H

(18

'Palmer and

)

i{itler (25), while sËuding the reaction of
Na and K vapors with organic halides, observed a visible
emission spectra, not due to the alkati metal atoms. Using
other organic halides, predoninantly
the Srrran bands of t2 species were observed. Fronf, the
interpretation of the spectra, the authors coneluded that
the CZ formation was due to the C âtons reacting ivith CH
or CCl radicals. Sínee the doninant stable product was
ethylene and no halogenated products were observed, the
CHCI" and CHBr^r and

))

14.

process must include the following steps;

a) the first step is the stripping of. the halogen
atoms from the haloform by the alkali metal, leaving the
CH

radical;

CH! +
b) the
ra di cals

3K or' 3l{a ---\ CH
second step

is

+

SNaX

or

(19)

3KX

disproport ionât ion

of

bhe

;

2CH . C +

(20)

cHz

The formation of ethylene could be explained by
re comb ina t ion

OT

4\t 171 '-_\

L'

..

the CH, ¡¿diçals;
(2r)

n,
^<,4

The 0Z species can be formed by

c(3p)

+ cH(%)

-

the following reãction;

c)tr.3nr¡

+ H(2s)

ez¡

refers to the electronically excited C, species.
which ean lose the excess energy by emission of visible
lighti - ¿he observed Swan bands.
The CH radicals are believed to be present as
inLermediate species in rnany reactions involving flames,
The C,

and high temperature systerns containing carbon and hydrogen.

l-5.

Crl{ F-adical
CaH

radicals have been detected

spe

ctros copically.

is known about tbem. although these are
believed to exist in earbon-hydrogen-a cetylene equilibrium
at elevated temperatures (26). and as interrnediates in
Very little

hydrogen. atom-acetylene reacti.on (f Z).
CH2 (li{ethylene

) Radical

is well established, and
ext,ensive studies have been performed, to deternine the
chenical behaviour of this biradical sometimes termed
of

The existance

rnebhylene

carbene.

of ketene or
diazomethane.. These processes are illustrated by the
Methylene can be produced by photolysis

following tr/o reactions;
aHV

c

-a + h) -

cH2: N2

1

t hy' -

cHz
cH2

+ c0

+ N2

(23)
Qtn)

Frey and Stevens (27) have also studied nethylene

reactions produced by photolysis of diazirine (cyclodiazomethane). The photolysis step is s hown by equation
125);

L6.

(z5l
Frorn equations

(23), (2U), ana (25), it can be seen that

the photolysis products are nethylene and a stabie rnolecule

or Nr. It should be noted that nethylene can be
formed in two electronic statesr the triplet stater where
the electrons are unpaired (cttrt t )or in the singlet state
where the electrons are paired (Cqtl¡. The ground state
of methylene is now believed to be the triplet state. The
electronic state of nethylene plays an inportant role in
the reactivity and'product formation as will be shown shortl-y.
either

C0

CH2

+

Hz

with hydrogen or deuterium
has been studied by several workers. The study of Gesser
and Steaeie (28), had shown that the reaeblon of neühylene
with hydrogen is an abstraction reåction of the type;
The reaction

cHz

+ ti2

of

rnethylene

-----:- cH3

+ H

Q6\

In disagreement hlith this, hanrnugan and Burton (29)r and
Betl and Kistiakowsky (10), have postulated that the
reaction of methylene with hydrogen is an insertion
reaction as is shown by reaction (27);
C

ÇHç

* Hc --

)1
CH,.

{?7,

L7.

is an excited methâne moleculer which íf not
coll-isionally stabilized, can then undergo decomposition
into a methyl radical and a hydrogen atom.

where CHx
l+

cti
The

---> cH3 +

(za1

H

slight difference in the mechanisrn proposed, or in the

products observed by

Chanmugan

and Burton, and by BeIl

and Kistiakowsky, can be rationalized,

lf the source of

is considered (3f), as the forner used ketenet
and the latter used diazornethane as theír source of
methylene. The discordance !'/ith Gesser and Steaciers
results is not quite so sirnple. Befl and Kistiakowsky
-r¡¡ould fike to explain this discrepâncy. by the forrnerf s
poor analytical techniques - a most unsabisfactory
explanation. The author supports an alternative explanation suggested by Demchuk and Gesser (32), ¡.thic ft
observes the difference in the type of iradiation used
in the two cases. Gesser and Steacie used a narrow band
of frequencies (2700 Ao), whereas Be1I and Kistiakowsky
used a full mercury arc. The difference ln the
irradiation used. could very well explain the fornation
of rnethylene possessing different arnounts of energy,
therefore, a different reactio¡ mechanism could result.
methylene

18'

The

and

reaction of

further work
cH?

+

methSrlene

wj.th hydrogen is not certain,

seems necessary.

cH,

This reactíon is also controversial, with no definite
conclusion, though it appears that insertion reaction may

exist as is

shown

by equation (29);

CH + CH

2

tê

HL, -. C26

(29)

where C.Hf
inCica¿es an excited. species which tnay be
)t\
deactivated by a -,"hird body M to give ethane as a product.

+
+ ,i[ .-.: c^H,
c^gl
¿6
¿O
tþ *

M

(¡ o)

Alkanes

with alkanes and olefins. Ïn the
reacti-on with the alkanes, the rnethylene inserts into the
CH bond of bhe alkane to give as a product the next higher
alkane. ï4ethylene produced from diazomethane photolysis
seems to be more reaetive and less selective in the
insertion reaction then rnethylene produced from ketene
photolysis, attåcking primary, secondary, ånd tertiary
A
C-H bonds indis criminately and almost statistically.
i,{ethylene cån react

10

study of nìethylene produced from diazo¡nethane ' in the
presence of inert gas, s horirs the radical to have more

vibrationaL (or electronic) energy than Ìnethylene from
ketene photolysis (33). ÞÍhen this extra energy is removed
the metÌìylene from diazomethane behaves similiarly to

that produced from ketene.
CH2

+ Olefins

directly with olefinic double bonds.
The reaction products depend greatly on the state of
methylene. In the study of !ìabinovitch and Setser (34),
on the thermal deconposition of diazonethane, stereospecific additiorr of the CH, to the olefinic double bond
Methylene reacts

was observed. The stereospecific addition ¡¡ould

neeessitate a sinpçlet CtlZ, as the bond in the olefin
musl, have its electrons paired, (spin conservation ,aust be
observed)

.

The CH, adds

directly to the olefin

systenû

as Ís shown by the follor,ring reaction;
cH^

¿

* R-C=C-E r E-C - C-iì
\/

rt lJ

v!t2

The excited product forned

Ín reaction (31) may ¡e

stabilized by collision to give

a: ciclopfopâne.

(3r)
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2' triplet also attacks the oleíinic bond,
however direct âddition in tlris case is not possible if
spin conservation is ¿o be observed. As the consequence
of this, the CH2 triplet addition to olefinic bonds gives
products which are nonst ereos pe ci,f i c. To account for this,
The CH-

Duncan and Cvetanovlc (35) proposed an intermedÍate which

is

I to rotate about a

leading to the
formation of nonstere ospe cifi c products.. This triplet
addition complex (a biradical) is shown.
abl-e

C-C bond thus

T¿H

{rc-- - c- -R

/o
R"

¡

o

2

ß2)

CH2

biradical may also rearrange via H or CH, migration
to give other sLable reaction products. For the olfins
sùudied by these authors, this rearrangement scheme is
The

consistent.
Generally the reacti.on of CH, with a double bond leads
to the formation of an eyciterì arlrluct, which'.may'under,So

either deactivation, isomerization or dissociation. From
the previous discussion it can be seen that the singlet
rnethylene in the reaction with ethylene forms, in the
prirnary sbep, an active cyclopropane, trhich nay be

2r.

col,Iisionally deactivated, (to form a cyclopropane),
rearrange to give an olefin, or nay decornpose to smaller
fragments. 3etser and llabinovitch (36) studied the
reaction of methylene with ethylene and found as their
måjor prorlucts cycl-opropane and propene. The reaction
scheme as given by the authors is;
cHz

k..r*M

+ .rtu --

kt
!
+
c^H.
cH^
¿
¿l+

v

ß3)
5M

cH^cH-CH^

t

2

-

(lt*)
CH^CH:CH^
¿
3

The side products were found Ëo increase

at lower pressures

and could indicate the increase in decomposit,ion of

intermediate excited nno.Iecules into snaller fragments. It
should be mentioned that the side products found were
ethane, propane, butane, and butene-I.

cH +cll
2 22

to the present study is the
reaction of methylene with acetylene. This study was done
by Teraor Sakai and Shida (31+) using ketene as their source
of noethylene. The reaction products, rnethyl-ac etylene ,
alLene and a polymer, confirmed the earlier observations
by Frey (37). The forner au¿hors indicated that the reac¿ion of methylene wit,h acetylene can occur j-n two different
Ànother pertinent reaction

,.:

parallel paths as
CH^
-

z

+

H-C

shobrn

by reactions (35) and /36).

tH^
+ H-G-C-H
2-3
The

H-C
\c',CH

-C-H

failure to obtain

(35)

"H2

-

CH-

(361

-C:C-ri

cyclopropene

in their reaction

products, was explainerÌ. by the aubhors (Terao, Sakai,

andShida)thatcyc1opropene,beingaveryunStab1e
molecule, upon forrnation, instantly isomerized to methylacetylene and allene.
CH.

CH: (Ethylidene) RadicâI

radical is next higher in the
hornologous series to the methylene radical. Very litble
study has been done on this radical. The ethylidene
radiea1canbeprepâredbyphoto1ysisofdiazoethane'or
The ethyLidene

nethylketene.

Frey(38),photo1yzed.diazoethaneand.foundthatthe
products consisted of êthyleqel åeeLylener,and.' ii-ê: ánd
trans-butene-2. To account for the products Frey
postulated the following mechanisn:
cH,
--J cH:N,.,
z + hl
cH-

t

*
cH: '- c-H"
2lu

': CH^ CH:
3

* N,

ß7)
,_-.
(18)

r,:,:..

22

*

czHz

'r'r,

t Hz

ß9)

cH
rv'f --C^FI
-2--l++ --z" l+ + l,i
;É

cHrcH:

+

cH3chN2--------'-

(+O)

rrans

cH3

CH:üH afr]
=-- "r"
t333
trans CH.,
CH-CH CUI + M *
)
3
cis

trans

CH.,

tra¡s
cis
In qualitative

*

cH-cHcHl

CH-

CH:CH

CH

CH. CH-CH CH"

)

agreement !-rey found

+ N2

t

(+r¡
(t*2)

+ I,4

(43)

that the yielrl of

ethylene rose and the yÍeId of cis and trans butene-2 fe}l
I^/ith the decrease in pressure.
The reactíon

and trans
cH3

l,

of ethylidene with propylene gave cis

2-dimet hy1- cyclopropane as

cl{: *

CHr-CH=cHe

-

tt¡ .\

the major product.

-/cH

(44)

cH3

cHz

addition reaction.
nechanisn as proposed by Frey (reactions 37-t'3) was
Thus ebhylidene undergoes only an

The

supporbed by Chong and Kistiåko'".¡sky (39) who studÍed the

ethylidene reaction by photolysing nethylketene.

Alkyl Radicals
The

a1kyl radicals will be discussed very briefly.

2l+

.

of these radicals have been studied in some
detail (zrlt}), and ¿hey appear to undergo three main types
of reactions.
The reactions

1) abstra ct ion
2) recombination
3l d ispropo rt ionat i on
lhe abstraction and recombination reaction have
already been discussed in the case of hydrogen atons, and
bhe analogy can be extended to the a-lkyl radicals.
Dis proport ionat ion reaction Ínvolves two radical , as
does the reco¡nbination. In the disproport inat ion reaction,
one radical dona,tes a hydrogen aton to the other radical ,
resulting in the formation of two stable rnolecules, an
alkane and an olefin. this is Íllustrated by reaction (45)
ü/here the ethyl radical is used as a typical alkyl radical.

crË¡

+ czBÈ ^ ,rr4 * ,116

(t+5)

This type of reaction ah¡rays acconpanies the reeombination

reâction.

The reconbination reaction occurs where

+

.cH2cH3

-

aurro

iori reaction occurs when the two
radicafs are head- to- t,ai1 (¿!0).

and the disproportionat

tvro

(L0);

radicål-s are tail-to-tail

cE3-cn2.

the

(46)
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ct3-cqz.

+

cH3

ttr. *

tr^4 * ,116

The dis proport ionation reaction could be Nhought

&7)

to

be

a form of abstraction reaction.
Ðischarge Fhenonena

basically three types of electri-c discharge.
1) silent discharpSe
2) glow discharge
3) arc discharge
The electric discharge depends on three variables,
the potential E, the pressure P, and the curren.t density.
There are

By properly adjusting these variables one type of

into another.
the silent discharge is operative under high potential

discharge may be converted

differences between the electrodes, and high gas pressures.
The discharge is self sustained, due to resiCual- ionization
of the gas in the discharge tube. The silent discharge
may be cl-assified into ü{o types, depending on conditions.
l¡Iith increase of potential, and .in non honogeneous

electric fíeld, corona discharge is observed. This type
of discharge is characterized by a glowing layer close to
the eleetrode. An increase in current density converts
the corona discharge into a spark discharge. Spark
discharge is characterized by its disruptive nature. The

26,

discontinuity of dischafge is due to the fall of resistance
of the discharge €!ap, after the discharge has begun. The
fall of resistance causes a redistribution of potential ,
which leads to a decrease of potential difference at the
electrodes, making the potential insufficient to support
the discharge. After the discharge hâs stopped, the
potential again redistributes itself and the discharge
can occur again, and this process is repeated.
The glow discharge is observed at 1oì^t pressures and
is characterized by the presence of light and dark regions
along the discharge tube. These regions are attributed
to electron impact r,'rith the gas molecules, resulting in
excitation of the gas to luminescence and to ionization.
1+n increase of current, therefore an increase in the
electrode tenperature, transforrns the glow discharge into
an ârc discharge. This type of discharge generally
involves intense evaporation of electrode naterial . The
arc may be of the A.C. or the D.C. type. The D.C. arc
rnay be altered by use of a spark gap in series and a
condenser in parallel. just before the discharge tube. to
gi're an interrupted Ð.C. arc. The inportance of t,he Ð.C.
inÈerrupted arc l-ies in the ability of obtai¡Ìirig higher
energies and the ability of measuring the energi'. imparted
i*ith each discharge. The electrical diagrarn of this type

27.

of circuitry will be givên Iater.
The processes i"¡hich occur in the discharge are very
complex ltu]-rt 2r43 ) and their discussion is beyond the scope
of this thesis. It should. be mentioned however, that the
species present in a discharge may be ionic (posltively or
negalively charged) neutral species, and species eleetronical1y excited to various degree. The shape and size of
the discharge tube, the gas, the electrodesr the pressuret
the voltage, and the temperature are afl variables,
a.ffecting directly or indirectlv the for¡nation of the species
which may exist in the discharge tube.
s yr,í

gH

s

rs

0F
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of hydrocarbons from their elements by
arcing carbon electrodes in a hydrogen atnosphere was first
investigated by Berthelot(44), who was able to produce
acetylene in this way. The study of Lepsius and Bone and
The synthesis

Jerdan followed (4lo), tfrus establishing the formation of

acetylene by this method. A rnore detailed study of
acetylene f orrnat ion was done by Fischer and Fichler (45)
in 1938. By cooling the apparatus with water ând using

v. D.C., a current of I amps and H, at atnrospheric
pressure, Nhey were able to produce 2.2/o acetylene 0.8,4o

110

ethylene and I.31" saturated hydrocarbons (mostly nethane)

n..t¡:¡,

i

2È'

with residual hydrogen. i"esorting to ligiìid air as
the coolant and Ha pressure at 66 nr-'n, they were able to
produce 93.4/o acetylene a-nd 6.6;(, of salurated hydrocarbons.
Under these conditions H, was totally eonverted. From the
acetylene Íormation in ïnethane reaction between carbon
el-ectrodes at 8mm. Hg., they showed the foll-owing over all
reaction to take pfa ce.
along

zCHb

In
of

+

6C

"""'-

ICZHZ

19t+2, Kudnig and

(48

)

Briner (44) studied the reaction

hydrogen betr,"¡een carbon and graphite electrodes under

the influence of high and low frequency A.C. discharge.
Their chief interest v\ra s to determine the íeasibilíty of
acetylene formation in grams of acetylene per k.w.h. they
reported the presence of other hydrocarbons, but only
specified methane in some cases. Other work done on
hyrtrogen reactlon with cårbon has already been nentioned in
the discussion of hydrogen atoms (IJrlllr15r16). thernal
reactions of graphi-te with hydrogen lras also studied in the
range of 3óo-800o c. (46) and in the range llo0o- 2600o c.
(47).
The reaction products reported bv various workers vary

in every case.
Acetylene was reporbed in all cases except ín the study of
the thermal reaction hydrogen with graphite in the range
slightly, though

methane hras reported

29.

(46).

in al1 cases except
the thermal study in the range tlOOo-2600oC. (47). lt,hylene
was also reported in al"l cases except in the reaction of
hydrogen atorns with carbon fitms (16).
The purpose of the present study is twofold. The
360-8oooc.

Et hane

was reportecl

primary purpose was Lo determine hrhat products are forned
in a high voltage A.C. discharge of hydrogen at loh¡
pressures and high flow rates through graphite electrodes
and to analyse for najor and ninor products since generallv

jor products were reported.
The secondary purpose u¡as to determine -ltrhat effect
the variation of voltage and fl ol4r rate had on the reaction.
By studying these effects it l¡ras hoped that something could
be learned of the reaction process and the interrûediates
only the

pre s ent .

rna
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EXPERïl{ENT4L

MA!E$rALg.

Commercial- grade hydrogen !'/as obtained frorn LÍnde

purified in three stages.
f-) The hydr.ogen hras passed through a hot copper
furnace maint,ained at l+l0o - UzOo C. to remove any oxygen
Company.

It

was

pre sent .

2) The second purification stage Í/as conposed of two
traps in series maintained at liquid nitrogen temperature
to remol¡e all the condensabfe irnpurities.
3) Thirri purification stage was a silicå gel trap
maintained at liquid nitrogen temperature to remove all non
nitrogen (/¡8)"
The graphite used for the electrodes was spectro.
scopically pure grade (obtained from United Carbon Products
Incrr). A.ry impurities which may have arisen in its
handling, were removed by subjecbing the electrodes to high
voltage discharge in an atrnosphere of hydrogen, and allowing
then to heat up to an orange col-our. this ternperaLure was
nåintained. inter:nittently f,or iive,.,o¡ j t.én iiinúte:s , áfter
which the sys¿ern r¡ras evacuated to approxinabely 0. ! rnicron
condensable gases such as

pre ssure .

The gaseous hydrocarbons, except acetylener which were

used

for retention time deterilination were obtained from
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i{atheson. The hydrocarbons and their purities are given
below.
Grade

Purilv

n,

CP

99"O

rr
Lf
wtt!,

Ur

oo<

Hyd]:o ca

(./

rbon

4

'4
Ç tE.
L,-

99 'O

n-

99.O

JO

cyclo-C,

)oH,

99,5

t,ñ

Inst"

iso-C H4E

CP

99.O

C,

CP

99.O

,' ,4',fo

UT

99.O

38

Hô-1
4t)

Acetylene ( comrnercia,l grade)
L

(l,)

was

obtained from

inde.

i-Fentane (8.P. 27.5 - 2A.5) and n-pentane (practlcat
grade ) u¡ere obtained from i,{atheson Colemân ancl Bell-.
HexamethyÌphosphoramide r^ras obtained from

Aldrich

Che mi cal- .

C

herni

2r!

Hexanedione was obtained fror¿ Eastman Organic

cals

-

Silica gel (mesh ¿ ó0) rvas obtained from Fisher
S cientific.
Firebrick ( 6O/80 regular ) was obtained fron i,{il-kins
Instrument and lìesearch Inc.

?)

THE AEr4EArrJS

A dèscription of the apparatus will be divided into
two parfs;

1) the reaction part
2) the ana)-ysis part
The Reaction Apparatus

part,

in Figure 1,

was a

typical
fast flow, 1ow pressure åpparatus, constructed entirely of
pyrex except for the discharge tube which was constructed
from quartz. To add versatility to ¿he apparâtus, two
fines instead of one were constructed, that isJthe apparatus
was duplicated up to the discharge tube. Only one of the
li.nes (Ll) is shourn, in Figure l. All volurnes were
calibrated from FV relat ions .
The reaction

]üethod
C and

of Introducíng

s

hor'¡n

Hydrogen

Into

The Storage Bulbs

D

elecbric heated furnace operatlng at 181+ot. was
placed around the silica gel trap, Tr, of.Figure f as the
line L, up to the stopcock"a'was evacuated by means of the
mechanical I4O2B, 2 stage, V. E. l¡/el-sh Duo-SEÁL puriop
(by havi.ng alt the stopcocks b,crds, è,f t1r and j open and
stopcock a shut off to both lines La and Lr). The pressure
An

)3,

FÏGURE

Diagram

I

of the rea.ction

appâratus

I i'r 1
|:'.:..):'

TO

MC

LEOD

GAUGE

3l+.

hlith a ì'Icleod gåu.qe. I{hen the
pressure had dropped down to 0.5 microns or lessr stopcocks

uras constantty checked

ds, f, and j, lvere closed. The furnace operating at 184oC.
'h¡a s now removed frorn the silica gel trap T,
r and placed
around the sil-ica ge1 trap T, as the copper furnace F,
(capable of operating aN 4100 - t¿2OoC. ) was turned on.
Stopcocks k and 1 were nohr opened, so that evacuation of
the purificatiûn system (traps Tl ,TZr1r, the copper furnace
F, and bhe line leading to the hydrogen cylinder) coutrl be
possible. After eva cr¡ating for a period of 15-20 ninutest
stopcock j was opened in order that the pressure of Lhe
purification system could be determined with the McLeod
Gäuge. After obtaini-ng a pressure of approximately 0.5
rnicrons, stopcocks l and j rvere closed and stopcock a was
opened to line tI . Having removed the electric furnace
from trap T,r traps T.,, TZ, and T^ were cooled down to
Iiquid nitrogen temperature. Hydrogen frovn the cylinder,
was n o'4n allo¡¡ed Èo pass very sloivly through a reducing
valve, a needle valve, the three traps (Tr, ÎrrÎ3) and into
the storage butbs C and D. The pressure in the systen hras
determined !/ith the rûanometer n1. After a desired pressure
of hydrogen had been reasþç¿, the valves of the hydrogen
cylinder, and stopcock a were closed. Fro¡n the known
volumes, the teaperature and pressure of the system and by

2Ã

using ljhe Ideal Gas

Law,

(bgr'

PV = nRT

it

was possiblê

to calculate the number of noles of

hydrogen admitted.

Introduction of

Itt A Desired

Hydrogen

Into

The Reaction Zone

Presisure

different from the other stopcocks
and served a dual purpose. Its function v,ra s not only to
cut ofÍ a part of a line, but also to allow a snall leak of
gas to pass from the storage bulbs to the reaction zone
(the discharge tube designated as DT in Figure 1). Instead
of using the conventional scratched stopcock, a regulation
valve was used. The physical description is shown in
Figure 2. This regulation valve had some advantage over the
scratched stopcock, for example;
1) Â much finer fl-ow control
2l Lesser tendency of erratic behaviour, as scratched
stopcocks have when the scratches become partially filled
with stopcock grease.
After the line fro¡n stopcock ds to the purnp Pr, had
been evacuated to a Fressure of O.5 microns or less,
stopcock e was cl-osed so that the gas when allowed to flow
was forced to pass t hrough a constrlction in a flow meter
The stopcock ds r'¡as
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FIGURE

The

2

front view and the side view of t,he regul-ation valve

ds.

37.

zone. lhe pressure in
the section betbreen ds and FT,4 was debermined with the
manometer m2. The absofute pressure in the reaction zone
was determined with the lifcl,eod Gau,ge. A direct relationship
exists between the pressure as observed on the rianometer m2
and the absolute pressure in the reaction zoner so it is
(¡'i'¡) bef ore entering the reaction

possible, by regulating the pressure observed on the
manometer rn, by rneans of the valve ds, to regulate the
absolute pressure in the reaction zone. Under experinental
conditíons the pressure as shourn by månometer mZ was kept
wilhin * 0.2 cn, resulting in a vari-ation of pressure in

the reaction

zone

of t 0.02 nm.

The Discharge Tube
The discharge tube u¡as constructed from quartz so that

higher tenperatures could be attained. The design of the
discharge bube is given in Figure l. The graphite
electrodes were machined in such å manner that if any
heating \das to occur during the reaction, it would occur
nostly at the ends, aivay from the tungsten supports. The
el-ectrodes are illustrated in Figure {.
Fower Supply

to the discharge tube
designed such that either high voltage A.C. or high
The high voltage por,rer supply

-r4¡A

S
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FIGURE

Diagram

of the discharge tube,

FïcuRE

The shape

3

l+

of the graphite electrode"

\$
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voltage condensed D.C. discharge could be obtained by
sinply rearrarrging a few high voltage wires. The schernatic
diagram of the high voltage po'{rer supply is shown in
Figure J. By dlsconnectin¿5 lines at points indicated by ï,
by connecting together points ¡narked Z, and by shorting out
the spark gap SG, the system coulcl be converted from a
condensed D.C. tìischarge to an A.C. discharge. The voltage
appearing at the electrodes of ¿he discharge tube was
regufated by the variable aubobransforner Tï Figure !.
Reaction Procedure

åfter having Cegassed the silica gel trap T, in
Figure 1,, at Ì84oC., and the pressure lowered to 0.5 microns
or less, the aain trap TU and the silica gel trap T5 v¡ere
cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature. the hydrogen gas
was then introduced into the reaction zone in å manner
already described. iy'hen a desirable steady pressure r¡ra s
atlained (indicated by raanometer m2 in !'igure 1), a
stopwatch and the power to the discharge tube were turned
on simultaneously. Imrnediately following, the initial
hydrogen pressure (in the storage system) lras reâd on
manometer ml. Ðuring the reaction the pressure in the
discharge tube rnra s checked períodically wit,h the lt{cleod
Gauge. Å steady pressure in the zone ds to Fi{ r^râs
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FTGURE

Schematic diagram

SI,S2
IL.TZ
t4
,j
VI,V2
R1rR2
CI
ÐT
SG

5

of the

power supply.

dPdt switches

steP rlown transformers

step up transformer

¿¡.1000

v. at

variable eutotransformer
86óA mercury

rectifier

tubes

IOr000 ohm Plate resistors

I Pf

condensor

discharge tube

variable sPark

gaP

22O

v' input
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Íraintained by nanipulation of the regulation valve ds.
After the reaction had gone for the desirable length of
time, the reaction was terminated by simultaneously shutting
oli the power and bhe regulation valve ds. The final.
hydrogen pressure wås then read on the nanoneter n1 .

ofí in order that a pressure of 0.5
microns could be attained sooner. Ïrhen the pressure had
fallen to O.5 microns or less, slopcocks g and i were closed
in order to isoÌate the products in the t'^ro traps.
Stopcock

f

was turned

Product lrapping

the reactionr along l^rith
hydrogen, were puüped out of the reactiorL zone through trap
T6r the main trap TU, and the silica gel trap T, in Fi8ure 1.
AI1 the products which were condensable at liquid nitrogen
tenperature Rlere trapped in the main trap TU, and all the
other gases passed through this trap. A1l the nonThe products formed during

for example methaner were trapped in the
sil-ica get trap ([å). Hydrogen being noncondensable in
either of the tx¡o traps (48), passed through them and r^¡a s
pumped out of ¿he system.
condensable gases,

ANALYSIS

APFAR,ATUS

analysis apparatus was constructed entirely of
pyrex and is shown in Figure 6. The purpose of traps T7r
The

42.

FIGURE ó

Diagram

of the anal"ysis apparatus.

HIGH

/

VAC

VAC

LOW

I.

V;,

T, TsU T'
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\"lV
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and T^, was to separate the condensable products frorn
T",
oY
the main brap into three fractions; - those condensing at
0o c., - 9oo c., and -1960 c.. rn the early stages of
experimentation it was observed that there re no prod-ucts
condensing ab Oo C., therefore trap T, was no longer used.
There was only a small quanbity of products condensing at
o
-90- C., which upon compression liquified, therefore, it
was not possible ¿o ìrse the Meleod gauge and ihe Toepler
pump for deterrnining the pressure-volume data. In order
to neasure the pressure-volune data of the -9Oo C"
fractÍon, traF Tn was modified. This modifÍcâtion included
a decrease in the trap volune and an addition, to one of
the side arms of t,he trap, a r:ûanometer constructed from
tubing of sma1l inside diameter, as s hov'¡n in Figure 6.
The quantity of products collected in this trap could now
be measured as the volume, the teinperature, ånd the pressure
þrerê all attainable. To assure .¿hat no products were ín the
condensed form when the pressure was deternined, the
products could be allowed to expanrì into the adjacent trap
T7, F.rom the change in pressure it would have been
possible to deterrnine whether all the constituents, if rnore
than one hrere present, þ¡ere in the vapour phase.
The LeF,oy still was found to be good for fractionation
of componanLs which have a considerable difference in their
r^7e

l+l+"

vapour pressure

at a specific temperature.

Howel'er

for

conpounds such as ethylene arid ethâne, whose vapour pressure

is quite siailar at a given tenperaturer fractionati-on by
using the Lelioy still r,vas nob possible. i{any of the
compounds for-u, rl among the reaction products were in smalÌ
.¿uantities. it be carne obvlous that identificatiorr of
coìllpounds fron their vapour pressure data wouid be a major
problem giving rise to unreliable results. For example, it
would be difficult to deternine whether a vapour pressure
exerted ê.t a certain temperature t{as due to one or several
compoun.ls.

For these and otheÌ' reasons vâpour pressLire nethods of
identification and sepâration of products for quantita'r,ive
deterÌîinabion rÌas abandoned, and attention r¡¡a s turned to
identificatÍon by gas chromatography. rdilh a proper column

it should

to determine hoi^r nnny products
nere presert in the product mixtu-re, their relative amounts
anC their iCentity.
Änalysis

have been possible

_By

Ch

rc¡na !. ogra phy

A chromatograph must essentially have a good col-uiîn
and a good detector. The choiee of whÍch is determined
by the problen.
The Dete ctor

l+5

'

The rl.etector chosen for this problem vlas a gas density
balance detector rnanufactured by Goi/¡-iuia c Inslrument Co.,
having two ma¿ched thernxistors as the detectors. The
sensitivity of this detector is comparable to that of a
thernistor conductivity cel1 , requiring no anplification at
room temperature. The adderl advantage of using a gas
density balance, lies in the possibility of deternining
moLecular treights of the productsr as þrill be shown later.
The gas density balance detector was rnounted in one
of the tv,to cornpartments of a transibe encfosure. The other
compartment was provided to contain two gâs preheater coils
and the column. Trånsite was chosen since it has 1ow
thermal conductivity and high therrûal stability. Both of
the compartments could be heated individually by means of

fl-at electric heaters (two in each cornpartrnent). the
tenperature of each compartnent could be regulated by means
of a variable autotransformer. The entire enclosure was
set on three leveling screws in order that the detector
could be l-evetled. The two thermistors of the gas density
balance were incorporated into the arms of the l'Jheatstone
bridge s ho-rl,in in Figure /.
Principles 0f The Gas Density

Balance

T¡e schematic diagram of the.gas densi¿y balance is
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FIGURE 7
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FTGURE 8

Diagramatic representation

of the gas density
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sho,^rn

in Figure 8.

The gas density balance detector requires two streams

of gases. one of the streams, the reference gas, enters
the detector at point A Figure å, and is split into an
upper and a lorn¡er streâm, and then exits the detector at
poínt B. The thernistors Tl and T, are placed in the
detector such that one Ís in the upper and the other is in
the lovùer stream of the reference gas. ì{hen the flow of
the referenee gâs through the upper and the 1o-v\ter stream
is balanced, the thermistors, which are a rûatched pâi-rt
are equally cooled, ancl bhere is no off baLance in the
bridge. the other stream which passes through the
chrornatographic column, enters the detector in the eharnber
C, is similiarly split into two streamsr exits the detector
at point B, and is termed as the carrie!' gas.
irrhen the sanple gas (from the chromatographic column)
leaves the chåmber C, it will also be split into two
streans, however, the splitting may occur in three
different waYs .
I) If the sample gas is lighter than the reference
and the carrier gas' then the majority of the sample gas
will rise and will exit at B via the top. loop.
2) If the sample gas is of the same density as the
reference and the carrier gasr the sample gas will split
equally into ti¡/o streans ' and eo¡al amounts of gas will

1'|9

'

exit at B viâ the top and the bottom loop.
3) ff the saaple gas is heavier tharr the reference
and the carrier gas, the sample gas will split into two
streams such that majority of the sarnple gas will exit B
via lhe lower loop.
In the first case, tlie rising sarnple gas will obstruct
the flor¡ of the reference gas through the top loop r"hus
forcing more of the reference gas to exit viâ the bottom
loop. For bhis reason, the top thermistor Ta will
experience heating and the botton thermistor T, will
experience cooling. The heatÍng anC cooling of thermistors
T, and T, respectively, causes the bridge to becone off
balance. The degree of the off balance, which is pr"oportionâl- to the sarnple size and the molecular weight; is
measured by

the

re

corder.

similar situati-on arises when lhe sanple gas is
heavier than thê reference anrì carrier gases. Ïn this case
however, thermistor T, wÍll cool and thermistor Ta will
heat giving rise to the bridge off balance but in the
opposite direction to t,hat of the previous case. As can be
seen, positive and negati.ve chrornatographi c peaks are
A

possible.

fn the ease where the sample gas is of the sarne density
as lhe reference and the carrier gas, there will be no
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unbâlance

of the reference strearn' and therefore there Ítill

be no response from the recorder.

It should be noted that in all three cases mentioned,
the sample is never in contact lrith the detectors.
Chromatographi

c

Col-umns

2r5, hexanedione, the
hexamethylphosphoramide, and the porous g1ass, the best
columns for the separation of the hydrocarbons were found
to be the hexamethylphosphoranride and the porous g1ass.

0f the three

columns

triedr

Llne

The Forous Glass Column (50)
The porous glass column was found

to be very good for

the separation of the lightest hydrocarbons, such as
nethane, ethane, and ethylene . ril¡it'h t,he heavier hydrocarbons
it was observed that as the molecular weight of the hydrocarbon increased, the peaks broadened, and the retention
times becane very long. Hydrocarbons such as ethylene but

especially acetylene showed considerable tailing. Ïn order
to minimíze the retention times and the tailingr shorter
columns and higher column temperatures were usedr but

unfortunately under these conditions the separation
efficiency of the column was greatly reduced, and the peaks
of the rna jority of the hydrocanbons tere found to be too
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naffol¡/

for accurate areâ neasurements.

the Hexanethylphosphoramide

(H}4FA) column (51)

to be vêry good, surpassing
the porous glass colurnn. The retention times for aIl the
hydrocarbons I¡¡e re found to be quite reasonable, and the
separation rn¡as very good for all hydrocarbons except ethane
and ethylene. ltlith this colunn ethane and ethylene
generally gave a single peak with a double tip if the
concentratiorr of ethane r¡¡a s comparable to that of ethylene
or conversely.
After doing some experimentation with the porous glass
and the HivlPA colunn, in their addibive and rnixed properties,
it hras realized that the best approach to this problem
would be to use both of the col-umns independantly. The F['{FA
column was therefore used for the separation of aII the
îhe

IMPA colu¡nn was found

other than ethane and ethylene, and the porous
glass column was used in the separation of ethane and
compounds

ethylene.

time consu¡nption by continously replacing
one colurnn by the other, a swibching device was deviseC
which ls s hown in Figure (9). The carier gas ean be nade to
flollr into the three-way stopcock which could select either
of the t'¡ro columns C1 or C, ( one being the H¡4PA eolunn
To mininize
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FIGURE 9

The coluinn switching device.
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and the other the porous glass colunn)' the unions bet'ween
the glass sõopcock and the copper tubing of the column were

with Swagelok unions. fn order to obtain a better
SeaIbet1'.eenthegIass.copperunion,teflonfrontferru1es
were used rather than the brass type. These types of unions
rvere íound to be exceLlent, and no leaks vrere detected up
to5Opsig.Thecolumnswerejoinedtogetherattheother
enc with a Swagelok three-r'¡ay union, of which the third
opening served as a connection bet'ween the eolumns and the
made

de1,e

,,.:

ctor.

Column Spec

I)

ifi.cat ions

The HtlFÂ column

length
Tubing size
Facking
Col-umn

20 feet

t/4 :-n30ø

copPer

HMPA

on 60/80 regular

firebrick
2) Ïhe

Porous glass colurnn

The porous glass obtained from Corning Glass

subjected to heating al LSoo -

to I hour, for degassing
Colur¡n length
Tubing size
Facking

5OOo

llorks, was

C. for periods of L/2

"',

Purposes.

2 feet

l/t6 ln.
6O/80 mesrr Porous glass

.

)+ '

The chromatographic systen including

all the naior

componer¡ts i"s showr^ in Figure 10.

the reference gas used hrâs heiiun
(obtained fron Linde Gas). A better choice of gas for this
type of detector lvould have been nitrogen, howeverr since
ethyl-ene has the same molecular weight as nitrogen, nitrogen
rvas not used. Heliu¡n gas was passed out of the cylinder
through a reducing valve, a needle valve, and into the 1/8
inch copper tubing. The copper tubing l-ed to junction J
in Figure 1O, where the helium stream was split into the
carrj.er and the reference streams. the flow through each
stream was regulated very precisely by th'o l$upro B-21v1
micrometer needle valves (4, AI). The flow through each
stream was deterrnined rùith. ã soap film flovtmeter (F) in thè
following nanner. At first one of the needle valves was
turned off coapletely, and the other needle valve was used
to adjust the flot't in one of the streams. Havi-ng obtained
a desired flow rate in that stream as indicated by the soap
film flow meter, the other stream '..ras then opened and
adjusted to a predeterrnined flow rate. By knowing the flori'r
rate in one of the streams and the total- flow rate throuqh
both streams, the flow rate in ¿he other strearn could be
The

carrier

calculated.

and

F]GURE IO

Ðiagrain s hor.{ing ¿he conplete chromatographic sysbem.
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Sanpte In jection lt{ethod

injection system is s hown in Figure (I1).
The section designated by dashes is part of the Toepler
pump of the analysi.s apparatus. The sbopcocks SI, S2r 54.
S5r and SU, are all th¡ee way stopcocks. As the stopcocks
are positioned in Figure 11, helium carrier gas entered
stopcock SUr Fassed through the top loop, left via stopcock
Srr and entered column C1. Stopcock S, was in a neutral
position. Any gas present in the lower loop was evacuâted
via stopcocks 51 and Sr. After complete evacuation of the
lower loop, stopcock S, was turned to a neutral position.
Stopcock Sa made it possible to introduce the samplet
contained in the Toepler punp, direcLly into the lower loop.
the anount of sarnple gas vras controlled by the Toepler pump.
It was possible to introduce all of the condensåble sample
from the Toepler purnp into the lohrer loop þy coollng the
lower loop to liquid nitrogen temperature. After a desired
quantity of sanple had been introduced into the lower loop
stopcocks Sa and S, were turned off. By simultaneously
switching stopcocks SU and S, int,o a 1800 positionr the
carrier gas was rerouted from the upper loop, to the lower
Ioop, and in the process the sample was sl,rept out of the
lower loop, through the stopcock S, and into the colunrn C1
The sample
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FIGURE 11

The sample

injection

sys¿eÍr"

NS

vf'h:

lii

'i
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or C2t depending on the posibion of stopcock 56.
This ¡nethod of sample injection was found to be
excellent. Sample sizes could be reproduced, if desired,
by means of the loepler purnp. The sample gas never suffered
the possibility of being lost or contamÍnated, as it -vùas
contained in the apparatus up to the tirne of injecùion.
Provisions were also made for retrapping the sample, but
this technique was sel-dom used.
Typícaf

l,let hod_

0! Ánalysis

¡\fter bhe reaction

in a manner
previously described and th,e products were isolated in ihe
two traps, the liquíd nitr:ogen ¡¡as removed from the t1,,ro
traps, and the furnace operating at 1840 C. was placed
around the silica gel trap T, b-igure 1. After the analysis
had been completed

apparatus had been evacuâted No less than 0.1 microns

(generaliy 0.1 microns), dry ice-acetone slush was placed
around trap Tn anrÌ liquid nitrogen was placed around the
trap TrO Figure 6. Stopcock q Figure ó was then closed and

All the other stopcocks in the
"analysis line were left open such that the line was opened
between the main traF TU Figure l and the stopcock q
Figure ó. To insure that no loss of products occurred the
products frorn the mâin trap were not pul-Ied through the
analysis line by openi-ng stopcock q to the hlgh vacuun, but
sùopcock p was opened.
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into the analysis line up to stopcock
q. The products condensable at dry ice-acetone temperature
were trapped in tr"ap Tg, whilu all the other products passed
through tråp Tg and were condensed in trap TrO. The
pressure in the main trap (including the reaction zone and
the ånalysis lind ¡râ s constantly checked with the t"lcleod
gauge. I,l¡hen the pressure in both regions had become
negligible (tess than a rnicron) stopcocks pr rr sr and t,
were closed. Dry j.ce-acetone mixture and the lÍquid
nitrogen were removed from the two traps, After a sufficient
tine i{as allowed for i;he products in trap TIO to come to
roon temperature, the products were then pumped into the
Toepler pump where their total pressure-volune data was
determined. To insure homogeneity in the product nixture,
the products re vi-gorously expanded and cornpressed several
times in the Toepler pump. A sample of the product aixture
was then introduced into the chromatograph using the HMpA
column in a rna.nner already described. Âfter all t,he
chromatographic peaks had been obtained, the carrier gas
flow was then rerouted into the porous glass column. After
base line st,ability was achieved, a sarnple was injected into
the chromatograph.
The products fro¡r the silica gel trap eould not be
condensed rvith J-iquid nitrogen. After evacuation of the :.
trap T1g Figure ó, stopcocks r and q ü¡ere closed and
hrere allowed

to

r^re

expand

ó0.

in Figure J- was operred. The producbs in the
silica gel trap were alloared to expand through stopcock h,
lhrough the line indicated by the letter y in Figures I and
6, into trap TrO and the line of the ToepJ.er pump. The
products v¡ere thên pumped into the Toepler purnp where their
total- pre s sure - vol-ume data ivas determined. After mixing of
the products, two sarnples were injected into the chromatograph, one through the HMTPA coluÍü1 and one through the
stopcoek h

porous glass colunn.

Õt.

RESULTS AI.:ID DTSCUSSION

ft hrill be s hown shortly, that in order !o determine
the relative arnount of each constituenù present in the
product mixture, the molecular weight of every constituent
¡mrst be knor¡n. Therefore, before any experirnental data

could be obtained, it hras necessary to Ídentify aI1 the
constÍtuen¿s present in the product mixture.
INTERFRETATTON OF THE CHA,OI'{ATOGRAFHIC PEAKS

of the reaction products revealed
that approximately eighteen different conpounds were
present. The relatíve amounts of the individual constituents
f el-1 into three classes:
a ) maJor
b) ninor
c) trace
The chronratograms

Iaentification of
The

ULe

P

identification of

dÍfferenb

Lhe pràducts was performed

in

vfays.

One way was

the direct ident ífi cation ; - a

comparison

of retention times to that of known hydrocarbons. This
method was used to identify ,rr, ,rrru, CZH6, C3H6r r-t'trg

two

iso - C¿rHg.
An alternative but a more tedious nethod was the
identification by molecular weight determinâtion. The
rnolecular weights were determined with the gas density
balance using two different carrier (and reference) gases.
and

This method -,uiII nolú be
The area

des

cribe d.

of the peak (A) multiplied by an area factor
M

M-

(50)

is the molecular weight of the sarnple gas, and C
is the moleculár weight of the carrier gas, ) is proportional
to the amount of the constitu.'nt present in the sample.
For n constitu tuts:
(where M

f-/) r{i Ai

LÌ{i-c

(ir)

is proportional to the amount of all constitu'''nts.
For any constitu::nt r
i{r

Ar

ffiT-

-:-:--rÀ{i .{i

L
i.t

x 100=fo of constitu;,nt r in the sample

(52]l

Mi-c

it is obvious that for n moles
of constitu:'nt r the following relation holds¡
Fron expression (50)
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¡\r
ffi:õ- =
Mr

nk

(i3)

k is the proportionality constant.
Similiarly, for the same sarnple size but a different
carrier gas ¡ C1r the following expression will hold;

where

(

5t'\

It should be noticed that the thro areas represented by Ar
and A'r, are different for the tvùo different carrier gases.
Since both expressions (53) and (54) åre equal to nk, then
they can be equated to give the follor¿ing expression;
Mr

ffil

Ar -MrAr
- rç:e_

l55l

size in the ease of caríer gas C
contains n mol-es of constituent r, and if the sample used
¡{ith the carrier gas C, is K tines the size of the former
sample, then the number of rnoles of constÍbuent r present
i-n the latter sample is Kn nroles, if both samples have
identical cornposition. The relation (55) then becones;

If the

sample

llrAr
ffit- A

K

si¡niliar relationship exists for any constituent i.
By knowing the molecular weight of any one of the

(i6)

n

6lr.

constituents, and the areas for the two different carrier
gases, it is possible to evaluate K. Once K has been
all the other const j-tuents
obtalned the rnolecular r"reights
rof
can be deòermined, since Ai, Ai, C, Crr and K are all known
quantities. Other methods of molecular wèight determinatíon

Phillips and Timms (52).
fn the present study the turo sets of carrier

have been described by

used were

gases

;

1) He
I$z

C

2) I{e

ct

Cr

The best resul-ts were obtained when He and Ar were used âs

c and c'

ively '
¡- li^ ñ-^.rrr
r-^producbs
^+ ^ from
After a reaetion had been completed r,he
the nain trap were transferred to the Toepler punp where
they were nixed by recirculation through traps T16, 111,
re spe ct

of Figure 6, to insure homogeneity of the product
rnixture. Albhough identical sample sizes could have been
introduced into the chronâtograph using two different
carrier gases, this was f ound to be disadvantageous . It,
was observed that the detector shol'¡ed a .rnuch greater
response to sarnples with argon as the carrier gas lhan lüith
heliu¡n ås the carier gas. A certain size sample, i.rhich
gave reasonable peak areas usin¿ç argon as the carrier gas,
and T,!¿
^

...-

.,

:... .:

¡,ì,,,:i:: l
'
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gave peak areas r^thich vùere very

snalf

and:too unreliable

for molecu.Iar weight determinâtion when heli-um was used as
the carier gas. If the sample size was increased to
improve bhe peak areas in the helium case, the peaks
associated b¡ith argon were found io be so large that the
majority of thèm were off scale. This problem was solved
by using rlifferent sized sanples for the bwo cârrier gases.
Although it is possible to determine the molecular
ùueights using the gas density balance, it is not possible,
however, to distinguish be¿ween isomerj-c forms of various
coÍlpounds. Even if exact molecular weight deterninations
r4rere possible, the question would still arise as to whÍch
conpound or ísomer is a certain molecul-ar weight associated
with. For example, two different compounds such as methylacetyÌene and alfene have the same molecular weight of l¡0
grams/mole, and the three isomers of butene have a nolecular
weight of !6 grams /noLe. To differentiate between compounds
of the same molecular weight, methods other than ilole cul-ar
weight determination had to be erûployed. One method i+as
the dlrect identification by comparison of retention times
to known compounds.
Samples of isobutyl-ene, butene-1, cyclopropaner and
n-butane were injected into the chromatograph. in order to
deterrnine - by direct comparison whether the reaction
products contained any of these compounds. From the

: ::::::::ì::.r, ::-:,

,t:::.:1.:.,ì:: :rj:1:1 :,t

i: -::t.r::i:;1:1

! ì:i ...:.1::;:::
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chro¡natograms

of the

above mentioned compounds,

it

was

that cyclopropane had almost the sane retention
time ås n-butane, änd that butene-I had alnost the sane
retention time as isobutylene. Although the four compounds
gave only two double tipped peaks, it was observed thab
cyclopropane had a slightly shorter retention time than
n-butane and that butene-l had a sì-ightly shorter retention
time thân isobutylene. A chroma¿ogram of the reaetion
products showed that there existed a peak in Lhe cyclopropane - n-butane position marked * in Figure 12, and
that there existed a peak in the butene-l -isobutylene
region marked * * in Figure 12.
To complicate rnatters, it was observed that the IIMPA
column had a tendency to age, that is, it gave longer
retention t irne s with use.
The peak assoeiated with the cyclopropane - n-butane
region, did not coincide with .either cyclopropane or with
n-butane but r¡/as found to be somewhere bethreen t,he tr^ro
peaks. A similiar situation was found.to exist in the
butene-1 - isobutylene region.
the problem was resolved in the following way;
observed

Cyclopropane

- n-butane Ìlegion

larger sanpÌe sizes were used it was observed that
the single peak was prececiéd. by a very small peak which
When
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ûhromatogram

of the rnain trap products.

oó"

with snâIler

s not observed. The slight
difference betb/een the retent,ion tirnes of the two peaks
,¡/a s coinparabfe to the difference betlreen the retention times
of cyclopropane and n-butane peaks. The smaller peak was
assigned to be cyclopropane on the following grounds:
ê) the position relative to n-butane peak
b) when argon wâs used as the cårrier gas, this peak
had almost vanished, thus indicating a molecular weight
very close to d0 grams/rno1e
The large peak wâs assigned bo be n-butane on. the folloi¡ring
sampl-es

r¡¡a

grounds:

a) from the conparison of retention time !úith a knol,m
sample

b) from the compa¡ise¡ of the relative retention t j-me
to that obtained ¡y McEwen (51 )
c) the nolecular weight determination using the gas
density balance, showed this compound to have a molecular
weight of !ó grams /noJ-e.
Butene-l - ïsobutyl-ene Region

Simíliar1y, by using larger samples, a srnall- peak was
observed. which preceeded the large peak. and the difference of the retention t ime.. ¡ì¡as comparable to the
difference oí retention bime of butene-f and isobutyJ-ene as
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found from the kno,¡¡n sample. The smal1 peak was assigned

to be butene-l and the large

peak was assigned

to be iso-

butylene.

identification of the renaining constituents
perforned in the following lnanner. First of aII the
The

was

molecular v¡eigh¿s were determined i"rith the gas density

bal-ance. The molecular hreights calculated in this i¡/ay are
gì-ven in Table l-. The nunbers corresponding to the peaks
are s hown in Figure 13.
ÎABLE

I

Caleulated molecular weights

Feak
lio.

*
Carrier

Area
He

Ar Carrier

Area/&

l4olecular Weieht
"

1o7

60

tb5
2L2
312
l+
5

260

525

6

r74

I

o)

040
95
B9
67
I39

;ñ
t.

)I

5I

*ut
920
10

(Erams/nlole)

89

'¿O
106

-

L:.O

56

56 **
50
57

77
5L

*Arbitraryunits&*Isobuty1eneasstandardMo1.]¡it.
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FÏGURE 13

Portion of a chromâtograrn shor¡ring the peaks whose moleculêr
Eeights have been deüermined with the gas densiby bal-ance.
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for the evaluation of the
¡¡olecular weights of the other constitu.ents was that of
isobutylene. This constituent had been previously
identified and it was found to yield the lârgest peak of'
The reference peak used

the minor constituents. v¡ith both the Ar and I{e carrier
€jases. A J-arge peak area is desirabl-e with both earrier
gases, as this mininrizes the error in the calculation of
the proportionality constant K.
The method

13

will

of identification with rêference to Figure

nohi be given,

Peak #3

This peak was previouSly determined to be cyclopropane.
The mol-ecular hreight âs calcul"ated was found to be !0
grams/mo1e which agrees quite reasonably h¡ith the actual
value of /¡2 grans/mole .
Peak

f4

This peak was previously cleternined to be n-butane,
and the molecular weight as calculated was found to be
J6 grams /nole which agrees qr¡ite reasonably with the actual
value of !8 grams/mo1e.
Peak

fl
From

the relative retention times as reported by

this peak appeared to be i-butane. The
cal-culated molecular vreight for this compound was found to
be 60 grams/rnole which confirms this peak to be i-butane.
McEwen (51),

72"

fi should be ¡nentioned that this peak of necessity rûust be
i-butane, as no other hydrocarbons of C, or C. except
al1ene are possible in this region. F.rom the characteristics of the II'.'ÍPA column, it was observed that the
branched ccmpounds alivays precedêd the l-inear eompounds,

and the

cyclic

for exaraple cyclopropane, vJe re
found to fol-low the linear cornpounds. Since there are only
th¡o non-cyclic butanes possibl e, this peak would have to
correspond io i-butane.
compoundsr.

Yeak #ô

This peak has a molecular weight of d0 grams /nol-e.
'l"ihen He was used as the carrier gas the
area of this peak
was found to be approximately 0.7 times the size of the
isobutylene peak area. However, when Âr b¡as used as the
carrier gas, this peak had entirely disappeared. This
r'rould require the compound to be CrH,. the only three
possibilities are cyclopropene, a1lene, and methyl-

acetylene. Since cyclopropene is not stabte at roon
temperature, ttrïs possibility u¡as el-iminated. It was
observed that ecetylene was one of the last peaks i_n the
therefore, nethyLacetylene could not be the
consti¿uent associated with peak f6. The only remaining
possibility is allerre, and therefore peak #6 was assigned
chromatogram,

tc be all-ene.
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Peak

fl and fB

with the
work done by McEwen, these ti¡ro peaks were determined to be
trans-butene-2 and cis-butene-2 respectively. The molecular
weight of J6 grams /mole, as was deternined with the gas
tiensity balance, indicated that peak #8 was a butene.
However, a calculated molecular weight of !O grams/mole for
peak fJ, rtid nol agree ùhat this compÔund was a butene.
From

the relative retention time

courparison

To rletermine whether the peaks #7 an,l fB were the two

butenes, a snåll quantity of the two compounds rùas pre-

of sec-butyl alcohol (53). The prepared butenes vüere injected into the chromatograph.
Although the concentrations were very slnalL, their retention times agreed very well with the retention times of
peaks #7 and f,8, and with the relative retention times
obüalned by i'{cEwen. From these observations, peaks ffi and
fB were assigned to be trans-butene-2 and cis-butene-2
respectively. the discrepancy in the dete¡.mj-ned molecular
weight associated with peak fi? is nob obvious.
pared by dehydration

Peak il9

of 77 grams/mol e as deterained
with the gas density balance, indicated this peak to be a
pentane. Á comparison of relative retention tinnes with
rt{cEwen ts work showed that this peak could be due to
i-pentane. A comparison of reLention times ïtith a known
The mol-ecular weight
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of i-pentane showed that the two retention tiaes
were not quite the same. Âlthough there was a strong
possibility that this peak was due to i-pentane, no assignment 'das inade, as this constituènt I¡Ias ònIy of trace
guantit,y and did not appear in normal chronatograms. fn
order to clarÍfy the tern normal chromatograÍ¡s, the author
wishes to point out that in the molecular weight determinatÍon process, large sanples løere used and that peaks due
to ethane-ethylene nixture, propane/, and propylene were all
off scale. A normal chromatogram refers to a c hrornâtograrn
in which no peaks are off scale, a.nd r{ith Í¡hich quantitative
sample

calcul-ations were

made .

Feak #10

A cornparison of relative retention Limes of this peak
with relative retention times obtained by Mcilwen, indicated

this peak to be either n-pentane or I, 3-butadiene since
i'4c.bl¡rren was not able to separate those bwo compounds. A
comparison of the retention time of this peak with a
retent j-on time obtained fron a sample of n-pentâne, showed
thåt peak #tO ¡aC longer retention tine then n-pentane.
The folLowing two facts indicated that peak flO .r'/as due to
1r3 butadiene

a)
n-pentane

The

;

retention time of peak #10 is not that of
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JI grams/nole indicates a CU
rather than C, species, and agrees reasonably well with the
actual irolecular weight of lr3-butadiene which is 5l+ grams/
b)

The nrotecular weight

mofe.
Eeak ll2

cular weight calculation shov¡ed this compound to
have a molecular weight of /2 grams /moLe. the only pentane
possible in this region is 2, 2- dimethylpropane . The peak
f2 appears just past i-butane, and 2 , 2- dimet hylpropane
appears just past n-butâne, therefore, peak f2 could not be
Sinee this product was only a trace
2 , 2-dirnet hylpro pane .
quantit,y, and did not appear in normal chromatograms, no
ì'{ole

further work was done to determíne its positive identity.
Feak #11

last peak observed on the chronatogram was
established to have a nolecular welght of lO grams /.il'oJ-e.
fron other work using He and N, as the carier gases. ïts
position in the chromatogram was just past acetylene. ],\rith
the aging of the column, the acetylene peak drifted toh'ards
peak f,1l until in the last phases of work, the acet]¡lene
peak completely overshador^red peak fll . From its close
relation to acetyl-ene and from its calculated molecular
we j-ght of 40 grams /rc.ole, peat #l1 was assigned to be methylThe

acetylene.
A product which was found

in a quantity too small to
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be measured individually was obtairred from the dry iceacetone trap. This product was collected fron every

reaction so that enough could be obtained for its identlty.
Chromatographic and I.R. ar¡alysis both proved this product

to be cyclohexane.
Other products

a)
b)

2,

in trace quantity -llere fourd to

be;

à dimethylpropane

L-pentene

lroducts of sub-trace quantities were not identified.
QUAN TT T¡.
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reaction the quanlity of products found in
the silica gel tråp and Ín the nain trâp I'ras calculated
frorn the pressure - vol-ume data, u.sing the ldeal Gas
From each

Equation;
(49

FV = nRT

)

whereninthiscaSerepresentedthetotâInumberofmo1es;
that is for m constituents
,1"

\-).

Lni

i-l

= n

(5ê)

of the produ.cts formed during the
reaction is the sum of the nunber of mol-es found in the
silica gel trap plus the total nu.mber of moles found in the
rna in t rap .
The

total

number

of

:"noles

r':i

irìì::
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Ït was found thât the main trap contained all the conpounds
except ethane. In order to determine how rnuch of each
compound was

F,resent, the following procedure was used:

a) After all- the corûpounds had been identified, it
was then possible to deternine the area factors (FËT'¡ to"
each

cornpound.

b) All

peak areas were then meåsured very

carefully

with a planimebe r.
e) By kno:aing n (eqn (i8)) it was possible to
deüernine the quantity of each constituent by the following
e

quation

t-

;

------i¡J

\ rvrl
[-L,4j--C

where

)(ll
Àì

n. is the

f

( 19)

number

of moles of constítuent r present in

=

n

the nain Lrap.
The rate of formation of
the following expression;

compound

r

was obtained by

nJt
YT = n'
t is the duration of the experiment in ninutes,
n;f is expressed in Traoles/mín.
where

(60¡
and
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Silica Gel Trap

Froducts

in the silica gel trap was
ruethane, hovüever, ethane and ethylene were also found. The
quantities of ethane and ethylene found in the silica gel
trap were much great,er then that found in the nain trap.
Table 2 shows the ethane and the ethylene distribut,ion in
The only product expected

Lhe t!ùo iraps.
TABTE 2

Ethâne and itrthylene

distribution
the

Beaction

f
2
3
4

l'1iain

290
77
37O
1040

47o
aT¡.o
?34O
3060

!he Silica Gel

and

trap

*silica Gel

CrH,

¡tain t"ap'

betrrreen

r..f"6arrr". a",
87
190
lt+O
37O
9&o
5oO
r73O
780
¡,tain

2

Units -¡moles xLV/mín.

for such a large carry over is not clear
since care was always taken bo insure sufficient coolíng of
the main trap prior to reactions. insufficient cooling is
definitely not the ans¡rer. The possibility that the tiquid
nitrogen was contar,linâted wibh some o)cygen giving rise to
liguid air of slightly higher teroperature was excluded on

...

The reason

'..
,-:,,

-

a'ì

the grounds of observed temperåtures as indica,ted by a low
te.nperature theri[oneter, however, the accuracy of t]ie
thernoineter could be o"uestioned. Cther workers (51+' 55)
did not- observe arry carry over of ethane froa their &ain
trap into i;he silica ge1 trap even when they used hyrlrogen

flo,¡ rates which wero over ten times greater ihan those
used in the present work.
The same degree of carry over lrras observed inrhen traps
T6 and the rna irr trâp were cooled to liquid nitrogen te¡nperalure. However, by cooling the main trap to solid nitrogen
temperature, no carry over ¡Iås observed.
One poi.rt st ill remains to be clarified.
¡lentioned previousIy, the

separate

eLiìa-rre

inabitity of llie

-{s was

ElliPA coluinn i;o

and eihylene was coapensated. by the use

of the porous glass coiumn. As ebhane and ethylene were
found in both traps, each experirnent would have associated
with it four ehromatograrûs. The determirìation of the
quaniity of eLharie and ebhylene in each experiment !'¡as
carriecì out by the fo11or"¡ing procedure (witb reference to
the products in the silica gel trap, hoi,rever, sinllar
prodecure v¡as f ollowerl
From

the

the

for the

nrain

chromaiograrn, using

combined peak area

of

was designated by a value

trap

the

prod.ucts ) "

ä¡lFA colu-nn, Figure 1da,

C,HU and C,HU was deter¡nined and

A.

From tl-ie chromatogrant using

the porous glass column, !-igure

1,11.b

individual

peak areas

80"

!"]GURE 14

Chromatograms
a

)

of the sil-lca gel products
Ilt,lPÁ, cotumn

b) Forous glass

column.

/\2

H

MPA

COLUMN

POR

OUS GLASS @LUMN
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of

C2H6

and C2H4 were determined and were designat'ed by

values A, and A2 respectively" From the values of A1 ånd
A2 it was possible iro.determine the peak area value of C2H6
and C2H4 in A by the foIlo"¡ing equations:
A(ceg6)

(61)

(Az/Af. A2) xA = A(c2HU)

(62)

(41/41+ A2) xr\

=

From values obtained by equations (611 an¿

was then possible
C2HO

to deternj-ne the quantiti-es of

(62) it
Ü2H6 and

from the foll-owing equation:
M(crH¿)

xn =

n(C"H6)

(63)

xn =
)
---a-*,- x A(coH,
+
'
M(c^H,
)-c
.4

n( c2HU)

(6t"1

---:-:- x
M( c2H6)-c

À(CrHÁ)

M;----;-;;

ïtÊ-7í

M(c^H,

)

VM;-;.;;
l-Ìvti-c
where ì'4(C2H6) and tt{(C'HU)

refer to molecular ldeight of

respectively, A(Ö'2nl and h(C2l{4) are the
evaluated areas from (61 ) ana (62) of C2H6 and C2HU
respectively; C is the rnof ecular weight of the carrier gas.
Quantities n(crH6) and n(CrHr) refer to the nurnber of rnoLes
of CaHU and C,HU found in the silica gel trap.
C2H6 anð. G2HU

Å,

Similiarly rhe vatues tl{CrH6)

for the main trap.
tl{crnu) and of n(cattr) + f(c2H,)
+*4
deter¡nined

CrHU

and

C2HU

FLçr{ RATE

í(

"r,O
Suürruation

CrH4) vrere

of

gave rhe

n(C2H6)

total

+

amount of

respectively found in the reaction products.

VARIATTOTV

first set of reactions (#l-4 ) were done ¡,r¡it h a
constant voltage and varying flou/ rates of hydrogen. The
The

voltage across the electrodes, as cal-culated,

was

approximately 1r0p0 volts A.C. The hydrogen flor¡ rate
study was limited to a rather srnall range. This range tùa s
governed at the lower end by the Ìrydrogen pressure below
which no díscharge wou.ld.take. plâce, and the upper rånge

limít

was gove:.ned by

the transition of silent discharge to

an arc discharge.
The data from the

four experiments are tabulated in
Table 3. From first observation it is possibl_e t,o see thât
bhe to¿a1 number of products/nin increases with the
hydrogen flow rabe. A plot of total nurober of mol_es of
products/min against the hydrogen floi"¡ rate, Figure J_!,
s hohrs that the increase is not directly proportional .
However, a plot of total number of moles of proCucts
agairrst the square root of hydrogen flow rate (Fj_gure t6)
shows a more direct dependance. Tt should be pointed out
¿hat the relation of the total_ nunber of moles/min to the

ó)

TABLE

Hydrogen Flow Rate

"

3

Variation Experiaents

Exp.

lJ]mol p s

ilr tn t )

,770

CH,
L+

)..o)

I

lF,eT

9,49t 5ó.o8 l-5,272 57.86 123,2t+2
l.4.44

|

5à.58

cz&z

9à2

r8.73 2,7L3

ró .03

t

,rr,n

501

9.56 L r784

r0.54

2,7ro IO.27 | 4,LO3 lC.341,44S 5.49 | 2,5L4 6,3r+

vart /
^lJ

5.23

906

oL'

5,O91 l.2.83

rr lJ
"3"1+

65

L .21+

I5l+

0.9r

¿ /r>

1.05

I

378

v.Y)

uÞ2-l.'2n

Õo

L.6l+

288

1.70

329

L.25

|

48S

r.23

caHo

264

5.Ol+

748

b.l+2

1,106

"3

"9

86

276

r.63

359

i

c, H.i
4o

86

r.6t,
r.64

4.L9 | r,636 l+.L2
1.36 I 73r 1.84

254

1. 50

3LrÙ

r.32

|

657

1.OO

rc,

¿Õ

o.53

7r

o.42

l.70

0.6r,

|

23r+

o. rg

c

C4H6

¿o

0.49

,71

o.42

188

2t+8

o.63

i

c,H.^
4 a\J

16

o.30

)ö

0.34

YY

I
0.38 I

146

o.37

n

0UH16

43

0

.8r

9t

o.5l+

L24

o.47

2o4

0. 51

I6

0.30

2L

i0.12

L5l+

u. )ó

Á+

1,3

C&

I

& umoles/nÍn

0.71

8¡u.

'v'fit

h reference to Tabte J;

i-iso
t - trans
c-cis
n - normal
totaL producbs as given in Table 3, are in units
_?
x
IO'/rr.in.
the values given are the calcul-ated
¡moì-es
val-ues having a maximun deviation of t8O ¡rnoì.es rõ3/*in.
"
The maximum percent deviation for all the constitue¡ts
The

b¡as câlculated

to

Ue

!

o,oLyf".

*5,

FIGUH,E 15

A

plot of the rate of the totâI products formation
versus the hydrogen flow rate"
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FIGURE 1ó

A plo| of the rate of the total products fornation
versus the square root of the hydrogen flo-,¡r rate,
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flow rate, will be strongly biased bv the rnet håne
and its relation to the hydrogen flow rate, as methâne was
found to be the major product. exceeding 5O/;.
At this point it r,¡a s found convenient to desíÉjnate
the rate of formation of constitue.nt r by n(r), and from
n oI¡I on, R(r) wil-l refer to the number of rnoles of constihydro¡|en

tuen¿

r per ininute.
A plot of R(CH4) against

flow rate, Figure l/,
gives a simil-iar relationship as Figure lJ. The plot of
R(CH, ) egainst square root of hydrogen flov¡ rat,e gives a
4'
H2

straight line plot, Figure I8. The square root relation
is not obvious. It is possible that the variation of
hydrogen fl oi4r rate does not directly åffect the rate of
metharre formation. The observed reJation between the rate
of hydrogen fl-ow rate and the rate of methane forrnatj_on may
be due to a relation between h-rrdrogen floür rate and the
rate of formation of some reåctive species which undergo
further reacbions to give methane as the final product,.
If these reactive species are carbon at.oms, then their
formation could be rationå1ized in two ways.
1) Carbon aNoms arising frorn graphÍte due to the
vapour pressure of graphite.
2) Carbon atom formation arising froîn impact of
eleclrodes, or some highJ.y energetic h;vdrogen specj_es on
bhe graphite el-ectrodes.

dd

FIGURÍ 17

A

plot of the

ra¿e

of

nethane formation

versus the hydrogen flow rate.
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FTGURE 18

A plot of the rate of methane formation
versus the square root of the hvdr.ogen flou¡ rate.
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to graphite evaporation is
not l-ikely since a ternperature of approxirnately j00Oo C is
reo.uired to give graphite a vapour pressure of I mm.(56).
Since the rnaximum temperatures of graphite attained b¡ere
in the neighbourhood of Ir2OOo to 1r3o0o C, the amount of
producbs formed can not be accounòed for by vapourization
of graphite el-e ctrodes .
Carbon atom or sorne iarbon species forrnation clue to
impact of èlectrons or highly energetic species of hydrogen
on the graphite electrodes fits more closely to the
observed facts. Ì,v'hen helium was discharged between the
gr.aphite electrodes, large deposi¿s of carbon r"¡ere observed
to form on the wall-s of the discharge tube in the direction
of punping. Observations similiar to this h'ere reported
by Shahin (15), when a graphite rod was placed in a microwave discharge of helium under conditions similiar to those
used in the present study. It was afso nobiced in the
present study thât the temperature of the graphite rods, as
was observed by their glow, increased with increasing
hydrogen flow rate. However, no such heating ,¡¡as observed
when heliuln was discharged hetween the eleclrodes at flow
rat,e6 greater then that used for hydrogen.
It has been reported (15), that hydrogen atoms
produced in a mi crolvave discharge can only react with solld
carbon lo¡hen the carbon is placed in the hydrogen plasrna.
Carbon atom fornatj_on due

ol

of the carbon rod with respect to the center
of plasna had a great effect on the amounts of products
produced. This would indicate, as Shahin had suggested,
that a collision of positive ions with lhe surface of the
carbon j.s neeessary for reaction to take place. In the
present study, the fornation of methane as the fargest
constituent would indicate that monatomic carbon species
are formed to a large degree in the dlscharge tube.
It u¡as previously pointed out that the observed
charrge in R(CH, ) I4rith respect to change of hydrogen flow
4
rate, need not be direetly related to the mechanism of CHU
formation, but coul-d indicate the dependance of R(C) fornation on the hydrogen flow rate, (where C is some form of
monatomic carbon). It shoulrl be also pointed out that the
The position

flow rates used were approximately 100 times the rate at
which the total of products r¡¡ere formed. This would nean
that -dt [ffr] e O, or in other words the hydrogen concentrabion could be considered to be constant due to its

large

excess.

straight line dependence of the rate of change
of nþHJ with the square root of uhe hydrogen flow rate
could be explained, by postulating the existance of an
The

equilibrium betÌ'¡een hydrogen moleclrles ând
energetic hydrogen spe cies.
*

2H

some

excited or

rc5)

Y¿.

HÉ refers to some excited or energetic hydrogen
species. The formation of the H* species could possibly
invorve tlre f ollowing steps

where

1,.,,

!

u

'2

2u

H+hU*r{
The

.

(66)

*

(67)

equilibrium constant K* íor the process would be

K* =

¡ --*'r 2
tt1 I

l--1

i,,,

(6s)

Lt'l

In a contirrous discharge at a cons¿ant hydrogen
concentration such an equilibriu;n should be possible. It
is also bel-ieved that ân impaç¡ of bhese energetic species
with the graphite elecNrode is responsibl-e for the production of the monatomic carbon specles as sho',vn by
reacbion (69) , a]r'd nO).
t,:r,..,

H*

+ c

-----s-

G+ c + H

(69)

*
H--+G----\-c+cH(?O)"'''

in eguations (ó9)and(70) refers to the graphite electrodes. the concentration of the monato¡ni c carbon species
is clepenrlant òn the H* species by the following rel-abionG

ship;

iì:¡ì

o?

* ldl

Ir]

it

68,

Qr)
can be shown that;
,72l,

or upon cornbining

(71

) and {ú2) j-t' can be shown that

;

1

fr]

= k kû

lrrl',

ri3)

Tt is possible to see why the rate of methane formation
could be dependant on the square root of the hydrogen flow
rate. This is speculative, but nevertheless could serve
as an explanat,ion.
ït was previously inentioned that the heating of the
electrodes was only observed when hydrogen was diseharged
through the graphite electrodes. This heating effect
could be attributed to a surface reac¿ion since no heatj-ng

in the helium case. The heating effect could
not have been duê to the hydrogen atom recombination on the
graphite surface. From the design of the discharge tubet
hydrogen entered the discharge tube at one of the
electrodes and exited past the second electrode. During
the reaction, the hydrogen atorns formed in the main body
of the discharge tube woul-d have to pass over ¿he second
electrode on their way out, as this hlas the direction of
hy<irogen fIow. This electrode could very well serve as a

was observed

94,

surface on hrhlch hydrogen aLoins could recombine and
therefore che heating of this elecbrode should be expected.
It was observed, however, that the heating occured at botb

to the best estirnation, to the same degree.
Equâl heating of the electrodes can be explained by sone
interaction of charged species with the graphite elecelecbrodes and

+-rodes.

Shahin (15) observed a flow

ri(cHl/(C2Hr) ratio.

rate

iiiith increasing

of the
flow rate

dependance

hydrogen

he observed that hì(C2H2) decreased while R(CH4) increased,

n(trH6) remained constant. In the present
study it can be seen from Table 3 that both R(CI{¡.) an¿
R(C2H2) were found to increase with increasing h¡rd¡ege¡
flow rate. However, if the molar percentsr as deflned by
¡l
equation 152J, ot CU, and CrH, åre plotted against the
hydro6¡en ftow rate, Figure 19, the same effect is observed
as was reported by Shahin. For conparison Shahins values
are plotted in Figure 20.
The fact' that Shahin observed an j-ncrease of R(CH/")
and fall off of R(CZHì with increasing hydrogen flow rate
rlrhile lhis author observed a percent increase of CI{U and
percent decrease oÍ CrH, with increasing pressure can be
explained by a pressure effect. Shahin, by regulating
anaR(C2HU) anA

his

pumping speeds was able

to maintaÍn a constant

hJ'drogen

95.

FTGURÊ 19

A plot

of percent methane

ând percent acetylene

versus the hydrogen flow rate.
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Figure

20

plot of the data of qethane foraation
and the rate of acetylene formation
versus hydrogen flow rate from data reported by lihahin.
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pressure of A.57 mln. Hg. as he varied. the flow rates. Tn
the present study the purnping speed was rnaintained approx-

inately constant therefore the

hydrogen pressure in'creased

rvith increasing flow rate.
The pressure effect rvould support the proposed
equilibrium Ir2: 2HT since an increase i.n pressure
would increase the concentration of the If species, which
then in turn would increase the concentration of the carbon
species, and the final result would be an increase in
R(CI-í') as well âs R(c2H2). The increase of R(CIIU) ana
R(C2HZ) with increasing hydrogen íIow rate vtâs observed

in

¿he preserìt study.

flow rate on bhe other hand, would affect the
duration of time a rnol-ecule or a râdical spends in the
reaction zone. Frorn the present study and from the study
done by Shahin, it is indicative thât'iì(CH/o) favors a
shorter duration in the reaction zone and R(CZH) favors
longer duration in the reaction zone.
Shahin had suggested that the inverse R(CZH2) relation
to R(CH,4-) mav be due to carbon atorû insertion into the
newly formed methane rnolecul-e. If this is the case then;
The

cHb

+ c kt* c2Hl5

czvz

+

d l^ -- I
r- --&r
dr [u2 tt2] = kr ¡u2 tt4 1 = x.[c]þnal

F,2

(74)

Q5\
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but

tH4

-< R(cH4), and if

þl*V-*,

then;

n(cr'¡-) = t"n(cHu)rÆ,

R(czT1ù/R(cH4)r@-

= k'

(76)

n7)

the experimental data, it was found that the ratio
as given in equation (77), was not constant bu-t was found

From

to increase very rapidly with increasing hydrogen flow rate.
Another possibitity for the R(cH4) ana R(CrHr)
percent dependance on the hydrogen flor^i rate' is that there
exists a competition between hydrogen :nolecules and carbon
atoms for sorne species such as CHa.
cH2+ H?

-

CH2+ C

çgu*

(27)

CZH,

{28)

-

This would give qualitatively the observed variati.ons uvith
the hydrogen flo\4¡ rate. Other schemes could also be proposed, but they all seem less plausible.

with carbon filrys have been
studied by King and Wise (16). The major products found by
these workers v/êre ,rethane and ethane, with acetylene
beconing inportant at higher teinperatures. Both ratios
Hydrogen atom reactions

]. : ]i.. : : :i f.-: . ì.' ::

:

..:

oo

ç2H2/C2H6 and, CZH6/CHU were found

to increase wilh in-

creasing temperalure and increasin¡5 hydrogen aton con-

centrabion. In the present study although the ratio
ÇnHL/CH,
¿o' 4 rernained relatively" constant the ratio of
was found to decrease with increasing hydrogen
CZH7/ C
2H6
flow rate and therefore with increasing temperature.
ThÍs would seen to indicate, that the sarne ¡nechanism is
not operative in the two sturlies.
It is possible to rationallze the formation of all
products if certain radicals and reactions are âssumed.
The products and the reacbions leading to their formâtion
wil-l- now be given.
Met hane

1)

C

+ HZ ----: CHZ

cHz+

2)

H2 \

neI

at,*

cu't + I{

-,----: cH'+

G+H - .

CH+G

(27)
l.[

(80

)

(70)
(81)

(27)
(

80)

100.

3

)

2CH -----=- CH^
+
¿

(20)

c

+ Hz

----s

cH4

cH.*
+ M
l+

\

cH4

ÇÍ12

t

(27)

+ t'{

(85)

t

(291'

Et hane

1)

+ cHe --'-s'

cHL

*
öZH6 +

2)

CH2

+

l,ll

Cz.I/./n

c.H,
..O

+

+

lt

cH"

Hz

cH^.
cH"'
)) +

3)

ar
lI
w2tr6

(

14

30)

(26ll

zo

(83

+ H. -*

c^H-.

0e)

+ Hz -----s"

CZH(, +

c2HS'

-------->

C^H,

H.

)

{84)

EÈhylene

1)

CHz

+

CHz

-

û

c^H,
<4 +

2)

cH3

+

au

CH

^..ft
n.
¿4

+

3)

C2H5.

+

"2"1+

c2H4

lvf

CH3CH; ---5'
U^

a,r,t

+ t'{

*

Ç2H5.

c^ll,
<.4

)

(40

)

(82)

rr 11.

(38)

,rrrn

¡vI

(2r

+

(40

M

C^ H.

44

+

c^H¿6

)

(Li)
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F

ropan

1)

e

+ cH2

czp6

+ i{

^,,*t8
,,3

2)

'-----

Ca

+ ceH5.

cH3.

+ H. _+

ca{6

*

CaH7.

C3*d*

+ i'i

)oH.r*

C^

)

(84)

Hg + i{

CaH6+

+ Hz

caHT'

(83

CSHA

-

+M

catl6*

3)

trrnn

(85

)

(84

)

(s6

)

(87

)

(8t')

t3H8 +

I ro pylene

I)

cíz

+

CeH¿u

*k2*ì{
CHrCH- C% *

CHrC

H:CHa

ßL',)

Butane

I)

¿)

.a tt

t4

2)

+

C^H."
*

"10

C2H5.

* 14 ---:

c3H6 + CHZ

ô'

"r.

"10

*

+

rt4tro

(88

)

C4H10 +

(89

)

(90

)

(8e

)

t

n-CrHaO

--

lU

-

'4tro

*

or
M

t-

t4tro &

Butenes

r)

caHó +

cH
.

------.s-

c H.*
4'o

(91)

LO2.

*
c4Hg*
A

+ ii

----:- c4Hg

+

(92)

Iri

l lene

1) c\ + c2H2 --- þ-.ç,r-n.l
L

rl
L "¡lz J
,rr4* C

,ì

CHZ- c
l{e

-

(35)

"HeJ
ß3)

(r7)

CHa-C-g¡1rt

-

CHz*

+ ¡¡

-------s-

CHr-

C-

g11,

+14

(9¿' )

thyla cetylene

1)

C)2Ã2

+

ß6)

Çriz

cHr-c=cH* + M

CH3-C=CH +14

(95)

Ac

etylene

1)
2)

3)

CH

1

cH ----=- ,r^ro

9e¡

I

CrUr*

+ i{

+

CHe

CHz

----s- C21{Z +

,arbO

c2t,u*-cz'i.z+Hz
cH3

+ cH

^_-*
uzn,* '----=-

-

tzH'

ctH, *

*

H,

}4

G7)
(21)

3el
(e8

)

139)
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4)

'l)n

C:
'I:f

+

R-C-H

é

Dtl
lL.

R-C-C-H

(rz

¡

(13

)

n

Rn

¡--ç-'il¡

-------.-

B:R + cz\z

H

Qualitatively all products can be rationalized,
though quantitatively no relationships can be obtained. It
is difficult for example to explain why R(C2H6) t¡¿ tl(C,HU)
are directly proportionaL to R(cHt), or why R(c2H2) is
directly proportional to the 1og of the hydrogen flow rate.
If tH2 species are presenL, and ethylene r¡ras found to be
one of the major products, then why is cyclopropane only
formed in trace quantlties. If C% radícals were in trace
quantity, wbât would account for the refatively large fornation of methyla cebylene, if methylacetylene is considered
to be formed from the reaction of methylene h'ith acetylene?
This discrepancy could be resolved if the relative rates of
reâction of methylene with ethyl-ene and with acetylene
under these conditions were known.
y9LTAqE vARrAlioN

In this set of reactions. the hydrogen flow rate was
rnaintained constant. In order to be able to sbudy a r,¡ider
range of voltages, hydrogen flov¡ rate was maintained quite
Iow. thus eliminal;ing arcing at the high voltages. The data
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is tabul-ate¿ ln Table ({,). All- the
proclucts which were found in the hydrogen flow rate
variation experirnents. were also found in the voltage study.
À plot of total- number of aoles íormed per minute
againsL bhe primary vol¿âge is shown in Figure 21. From
this plot it is easily seen that the R(total products)
first íncreases and then decreases with increasing voltage.
the R(CH,r!) and R(C^H^) are plotted âgainst vo]tage in
¿2
Figure 22. From the two pl-ots in this figure, it can be
seen that both curves have a maxi¡nu¡n and a fall-off.
Figure 2J shows the percent plots of CI{U and CrH, aeainst
the voltage. A cornparisorr of plots for methane in Figure 22
and Figure 21 , will show that aIùhough R(CHt) reaches a
maxinum and then drops off, the percent plot shows a
continuous, though not constant. in.crease rnrith increasing
voltage. The acetyiene percent plot against voltage has
a maximum at approximatel-y 1ró00 volts followed by a rather
sharp fall-off at higher voltages. This behavior could
indicate that the following tr¡ro processes Inay be occurring:
1) nethane is forrned ín an energetic state, the
energy of which is related to the voltage appearing across
frorû these experiments

_

the el-ec¡rodes.

2) acetylene, to a large degree, is forrned from
stable

a

methane.

is formed by the reac'r,ion of the initiating
species with hydrogen molecules, then the amount of energy
If

methane
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TAtsLE 4

Voltage Variation Ðxperiments
Itxp"

i

l2-r

r.630

02

ðmm

tI

2,77O

52"85 7,452

55.r819 ,7 50

57.Or

t44I

czïz

aà)

rÕ.lt 2,883

.3513,O5r

7.81+

,l+23

c^H.
<'4

501

9.56 L1622

2.OL]]r,769

o.34

582

"r3
3.87

azH6

274

5"23

85'

6,33lt ,O75

6

"29

,Lo2

7.33

65

L.2t+

L33

0.98

0.84

14r

O.9l+

öo

L.64

246

I 1l!¿,
1.821 280

T,6I+

191

t.27

clH6

26t+

5.O4

60l+

I+.47

3.47

3l.7

2

ca HÊ

86

r.

ó4

r55

Lgt+
1.15 | 208

r.22

2

Ë1.

1.68

i

C4Hg

óo

r.6Ì+

158

1.17

¿+ö

aö

o.53

l+3

û4Hg-

¿o

o.49

43

C4H19

t-ô

o

.30

20

C4H1O

la

0

.81

l+3

L6

0.lo

a!

4

%H4

cu3-c2H

c
i
n

L,3

C4t16l¡

i 175
o.321 52
o.321
0.2I
O.32

o.251

.84
6

.11

1

.02

10t

o.69

0

.10

68

o.l+5

¿l.8

0.28

68

O.l+5

44

u.¿o

56

o.37

t+4

o.26

a

/()

1

48

0. 28

^-o

dE

,0

'1

^a

liith reference to Table 4;
* /'umoles/min
i-iso
t - trans
c-cis
n - norma]
The total products as given in Table 4, are in units
)
-)
The values given are the calculated
2mo1es x l0 /min.
values having a maximuru. deviation of i âo ¡mo1es x tl /nin.
The maximum percent deviation for al-l the constituents
was calculated to Ae ! O.Ol+{,.
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FIGURE 21

A plot of the rate of total products formatlon
versus the PrimarY ¡¡olbage.
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F'TGURE 22

A plot

of lhe rate of

methane formation and the

râte of acelylene formation versus thre primary voltage.
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F]GURE 2]

A plot of the percent of rnethane and the
percent acetylene versus the priinary voltage.
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the newly formed lrrêthane wiJ-l possess v¡ill be related lro
the energetic state of the reacting species. The fate of
bhe neb¡Iy formed methane wil-1 be governed by one

of the

following steps:

f) Dea ct ivation
2) Further excitation arising from;
a) absorptíon of U.V. radiation
b) collisional energy transfer
3) Reaction of the stable methane molecule
(consequence of sbep 1) wítLr some form of carbon to give,
d.ire ctly, or indirectfy, acetylene.
Deactivation can be brought about fron two different
sources, narhely;- collisional deactivation by the hydrogen
molecules and col-lisional deactivation by the walls. At
lower vo-l-tages the newly formed methane would by expected
to have a relatively small anount of excess energy, and
deactivâtion could 'tre achieved by either of the two processes already mentioned.

'iith increasing voLtage the

trith the newly formed methane could also
increase. Since hydrogen is kno¡¡n to be a poor acceptor
of energy in a coltisional process (57) deactivation of
excited methane molecules at higher voltages by hyd.rogen
molecules will become less significant and deactivation by
the r,¡alls of the appâratus will become inportanb.
energy associated
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Deactivation by the walls can occur in two different
regions of the apparatus. Should the deactivation take
place within the discharge bube, the ståb1e rûethane nole-

cule formed is subjecb to further excitation by the
absorption of U.V. radiation or by collisional energy trans-

fer from other molecules, atoms, or ions. Deactivation
could also occur outsi-<le tlre discharge tube. In Þhis case,
the stabilized methane Ìnolecule vrould be pumped away frorn
the discharge tube and would be trapped in the sitica ge1
Èrap. Frorn what has been said it can be seen that the
amount of stable methane within the clischar.ge tube shoulcl
decrease with increasing voltage. Ìf bhe methane molecule
within the discharge tube may undergo reaction r"dj.th some
carbon species to give acetylene, then the arnount of
acetyl-ene fornation should decrease with increasing voltage.
The reaction of an excited methane molecule with the carbon
specÍes wouId, form a very energetic interrnediate which
probâbly ¡r¡oulrl im¡nediately decornpose into radicaì-s, and no
stable products should be expected. The reaction of methane

with the carbon species should only occur when the participatlng ¡îethane mol-ecule is stable or has very 1ittle
excess energy. t lo.1¡ voltages the form¿.tion of acetylene
wi¿hin the discharge iube is possible, but ai higher rroitages where Lhe methane nol-ecule depen,js on the walls outside the discharge tube for deactivation, acetylene forml-,

IT2.

ation should d-rop" since j-f the ¡no1ecule is deãctivated
then Ít is no longer in r"Ìre d.ischarge region and therefore
cannot undergo any further rea c-r"ion.
Up to nor+ nothing hâs been said about the amounts of
meLhane or acetylene formedr but only the relative quantities have been d,iscussed. The relative âmounts (the
rel-ative percents), especially at higher voltages, I-igure
21 , appear to valídate the preceeding discussion. ihe
increase of both, R(CH4) and R(C2H2) I^rith increasing
voltage in the lower voltage region, may be explained by
the increase in the equilibrium constânt K* for the equi*
tibrium H2: 2lf . The falt off o[ ¡(ci]r) at the highest voltages used. mav be due to one of the folloùring

r

reasons:

a) destruction of bhe initiating species by öransformation to some non-reactive species.
b) formation of nethane molecules which are very rich
in energy and rvhich;
i) d.ecompose instantaneously
ii) have life-tines to short for a deactivation
process.

c) the inltiating species are formed to a lesser
degree if the fal1 off j-s a thermal råther than a voltage
If

Nhe

faIl off is a Èhermal effect, then it could be

rr3.

related to hydrogen adsorption on the graphite electrodes.

rt has been shown that hydrogen is adsorbed on graphite to
a considerable exten¿ even at telnperatures up to 2OOOoC.
(58). fn these studies it has been shown that the quantity
of hydrogen adso:'bed per grem of graphite first increases,
reaches a maximurn and then decreases wíth increasing
bemperature. The position of the rnaxinum, Ialith respect to
temperature, was shown to be dependânt on the pressure of
the systen. For example, at 1 mm. Hg" the rnaximum was
founcl to be at approximately L35OoC", ând at tO mm. Hg. the
maxirnum was found to be ab approximately 1O8OoC.
In the present sbudy no measurements were made of the
temperature of the graphÍte electrodes. However, fron the
colour of their glow it could be estimated that the hÍghest
tenperature reached was in the vicinity of t250oC.t fOOoC.
If the hydrogen adsorþtion on the graphite electrodes is
responsibì-e for the formatior¡ of the Ínitiating species
then the number of initiating species formed will be
proportional to the hydrogen adsorbed. Should the adsorption maximum correspond hrith the maxima observed in the
present study then the increase and the faI1 off of the
produet format ion with the increase in voltage.can be expla ined.

t be mentioned thât the forgoing discussions are
speculative, .and their validity is subject to further
It

Ì'rus
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expe

rimentat ion

.

FURTHEÊ, EXPER]MEIITË

Other experiments performed on the same apparatus

will

briefly described.
One of the studies. r¡ra s to determine wheNher carbon
species (if formed in the reactlon), vrere able to react
directly with the hydrogen molecules. To study this, fast
flor.¡s of helium were discharged between graphite electrodes as hyCrogen was blerl into Lråp T6 Figure I at a
very slow rate to prevent back diffusion. Upon analysis
of the products, only snall quantíties of nitrogen, carbon
dioxide, and srnaller o,uantities of undentifled compounds
were found. The quantities of products. as found, could be
very easily explained as impurities in the helium used.
Although the heliun was passed through the sâme purification system as Þras used for hydrogen, perfect trapping of
the impurities was not accomplished, perhaps becâuse ùhe
floiv- of helium through the purification system vúas too
fast. Though carbon deposits were observed at a considerable r.listance from lhe discharge tube iN was concluded
that the carbon species were short lir¡ed, and the distance
between the exit of the discharge and the trap TU t'igure 1,
now be

was too long.
To

miniilise the distance, the discharge tube was
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slightly altered such Nhat the gas was allowed to enter at
both electrodes and exit through the tube betv¡een the electrodes strâight down into trap TU. A physical description
of the r¡odified discharge tube is given in Figure 2l¡.
It was decided that methane rather than hydrogen should
be bled into trap TU, as Lhis could have shown whether the
carbon species could be pu}led out of the discharge tube,
and whether the reaction of carbon âtoûls ¡^rith methane would
give ethylene or acetylene in thj-s system. The experiment i\ra s performed under conditions slmiliar to those when
hydrogen was used" The products from this reaction were
ethane ancl carbon dioxide. The yield of carbon dioxide
was much greåter than that of ethane. The products could
have been formed from water !'¡hich mây have been a-bsorbed on
the graphite electrodes during the alteration of the d-is-

charge Nube. As no other products were found, and as it was
observed tha¿ the amount of carbon rleposition in the discharge tube had decreased very considerably from that

the discharge Nube was altered, it was
concluded that this reaction could not be properì-y studied
rrith this sysLem, - the study r¡tâs termineted.
The object of bhe finat study vùas to deternine what
effect the design of the discharge tube v¡hich '¡¡as used Ín
experirnents I to 7, had on the product forrnation. Frorn
Figure I it can be seen that if any products were formed in
observed before
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FTGURE 24

Díagrail

of the modified discharge

tube.
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of the discharge tube during a reaction, they were
subject to decomposition or further reaction as their exit
out oÍ the rlischarge tube included;
a) their passage through bhe discharge plasna
b) their passage over one of the graphite electrodes.
tr'iith the alteration of the discharge tube, as shown in
Figure 2l+, it was possible to study what effects (a) and
(b) had on the product forntation.
In experiroent 10 the conditions of experiment I ;+ere
duplicated such that a direet comparis.on could be rnade.
The data for the two experiments is given in fable 5.
t,he body

ÎABLE
Comparison

5

of results obtained in experiments l

and 10.

Exnerinent I

Experiment 10

925

963

a.ûL

O.1136

5.24
2 ,,,7

8.ltn

0.98

L.2T

cHU f"

52.85

7

CZH. f"

1s. 73

14. 00

L.49

I.02

28 "t+2

I]-"6L

H, Flow(¡rmoles/rnin.
H2 Pre ssu.re

(

)

mm. )

îotal products (¡rinol e /rr.in.\
s

CH4 (¡.rmoles/nin)
C2H2 (¡moles/mi.n.

)

Other products (,¡rmoles/min.

0ther products fi

)

6.3a
t+.36
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By comparison of the results from these two experiments
it can be seen that A(total products) is greater in experi-

in experinrent l. The yield of methane and
acetylene vlas also founC to be greater than that found in
experinent l. Although the R(CZH2) in experiment 10 r{as
found to be greater than in experiment l, the percent of
t 22
H was found to decrease.
A comparison of the data of the two experiments seems
to indicate that;
a) methane was destroyed in experiment I
b) the destruction of nethane results in the forrnation of .bhe heavier products as well as decomposition into

ment lO than

the

elements

c) acetylene formation arises to â considerable degree
from the destruction of üethane
d) methane is initially formed within the discharge
plasma .

lto

CC}lCLUSICN

fasl flow rates was
discharged between the graphite eleclrodes. The products
obtained- from this reaclion were identified and were found
to range from C, to CU in théir carbon content. the quantity of the respective compounds was observed to decrease
with increasing carbon number. This type of behaviour
could arise from hydrogenation of carbon fragments of
appropriate size or from rnorratomic carbon fragment's r+hich
initially form rnethane follor^red bv the reaction of
methane with other radicals or fragr[ents to give rise to
the heavier compounds, The formation of bhe heavier prod.ucts from nethane âppears to exist to some degree as the
results from experiments l and 10 have indicated.
Qualitatively all products may be accounted for by
Hydrogen under low pressures and

reactions which have been previously postu'tated. Quantitaüively no mechanism schene v¡as obtained as it was found
bhat no kinetic expression appeared to fit the varia|ions
observed. This discrepancy can be explained if one considers that the Íorma|ion of any one of the products could
arise írom sev,.ral different reactions.
In order to determine the process which nay be occurring during the reaction one must study not onJ-y the
variations observed Ín the end products as a function of

either the

hydrogen

flolt rater the voltage or the electrode
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teaperature, but also one rnust determÍne the nature of the
reâcting species and their variation a's a function of the
above ment j-oned variables. the Iåtter study could be

carrÍed out to

some

extent by the use of absorption or

emission spectra tecbniques.
It should be possible to study the kinetics

of the

hydrogen-carbon reaction, however, static systems nust be
used. iíith a static system an A'C. or a repeated condensed

Ð-C. discharge cånnot be used as this would result in discharging, along with hydrogen, the cornpounds alrea<ly formed'
The reaclion apparatus which would be ¡nore suitable for the

kinetic studiesr would be basically a small discharge tube
of known volume. Hydrogen under known pressure would be
allowed bo fill the discharge tube. The reactlon would be
initiated r,vith a single pulse discharge. The power supply
which should. be used in this system should be a condensed
(ro¡f) , high voltage (t5,ooo - 50'000 v.) D.c. discharge.
If the single pulse ctischarge doês not produce sufficient
quantity of products for analysis ' then the reaction may
be repeated severål tiaes and the products collected out
of the discharge tube afber each reaction. The collection
of products after each reåction would not necessitate
complete evacuation of the discharge tube if a smaIl silica
gel trap l^ta s to be attached to the discharge tube by means
of a stopcock.
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In the pulse discharqe reaction the initiating species
can orlv be formed durìng the pulse. Ás th-' pulse is
expected to have a r.i "n9 rluration of I-IO ,Jusec. r it shoulrl
r-ct have any influence on further reacti.ons oli on the
prorJuets formed. It is betieved thst þv using the pulse
rìischarge along rvith spectra studies' and bv r7¿¡vj'nq the
hydrogen pressure and the volr,åger rnuch cân be learned
about the reaction of hydrogen v'i.th carbon.
In conelusion the author Ì.¡ishes to sav that althoueh
the present study coulrl not establish a concrete scheme
for the reaction of hvdroqen urith csrbon, it "lid ho'¡?verr
in,ìieate the complevit¡¡ of th.e reaction ancj tlade j,t
possible to see hor.¡ thís ree ction üay be sturìie'i in the
future.
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